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Abstract

The transient moisture exchange under isothermal conditions between the porous medium
paper and water vapor in a printer is investigated. The developed model postulates that the
transport process is dominated by vapor diffusion in the pores of the paper. The effects of
diffusion along the fibres (i.e. surface diffusion and intra fibre diffusion) and enhancement
are neglected, since high water vapor concentrations and capillary effects are not considered.
The model can predict the uptake of water vapor in non-coated papers, when the effective
diffusivity and both internal and external mass transfer coefficients are known. The effective
diffusivity is experimentally determined by means of a diffusion cup experiment. The ac-
quired value for plain paper is 3 ×10−6 m2/s. The internal mass transfer coefficient between
pores and fibres is found by means of a forced convection measurement. The time constant
for the internal mass transfer in the case of drying is in the order of 30 seconds, whereas the
time constant for wetting is a factor 2 larger. The external mass transfer coefficient between
the paper and its environment is dependent on the specific (experimental) setup. Using the
three parameters in the (numerical) model in combination with the examined Guggenheim-
Anderson-deBoer isotherm several problems can be studied. These case studies include the
drying and wetting of a single paper sheet and the moisture exchange of a cylindrical roll
of paper. Furthermore, the mechanical aspects of paper in a humid environment are inves-
tigated. The hygro-expansion coefficient of a plain paper sheet for both lateral directions is
determined. The predicted in-plane dimensional changes match experimental values of paper
sheet instability. The obtained results indicate that the research effort to model the behavior
of paper in transient moisture and mechanical conditions is worthwhile and relevant for the
development and design of (future) printers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This project is the second of a sequence set up by Océ Technologies. The final goal of all the
projects together is to obtain a thermo-hygro-mechano model. This model should describe
the behavior of paper, when it is subjected to changes in temperature, relative humidity, and
mechanical load in a printer. A basic overview of the print process is depicted in Fig. 1.1.
Paper is initially stored in the form of a cylindrical roll, in a compartment inside the printer.
The external end is unrolled during printing and mounted at the beginning of a so-called print
surface. The latter supports the paper while it is being printed. Usually, the print surface
has a deviating (higher) temperature, corresponding to the optimal toner application. The
second surface, which is in thermal equilibrium with the environment, is used to enforce the
dimensional stability of the paper while the toner dries. Finally, the printed part of the paper
is cut and presented to the user.

Figure 1.1: Basic overview of the print process. Adapted from [37].

Paper is a hygroscopic material and the amount of water significantly affects the paper’s
physical and mechanical properties. The amount of water in the paper for example influences
the viscoelastic properties, the durability, and the dimensional stability of the paper. Paper
is a porous medium that has a skeletal part, which is formed by the solid matrix, i.e. the
fibres including the filler material (see Fig. 1.2). The cellulose fibres are permeated by a
network of interconnected pores. The hygroscopic behavior of paper can be investigated on
various scales: from the microstructure of fibres to the penetration of water vapor into the
disordered pore networks. Averaging techniques are used to convert the microscopic, strongly
heterogeneous situation into the averaged, macroscopic level [8] [37].
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Figure 1.2: Sketch of paper as a porous medium. Adapted from [47].

The first project in the sequence was aimed at developing a robust, numerical model to
describe both the moisture and the temperature evolution in paper while it is being printed
[37]. This thermo-hygro model consists of both an isothermal and a non-isothermal part.
Physical parameters are part of both models and describe the penetration of water vapor
into paper. This second project aims at determining these variables for the isothermal case.
The physics behind the model will be thoroughly studied. Some specific situations will be
investigated with the isothermal model, when the key parameters are determined. An existing
thermo-mechano model that describes the mechanical behavior of paper when subjected to
temperature changes, also requires the determination of physical parameters. In this case,
one specific variable will be studied and related to the printing practice. The set-up of the
research effort in total is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Basic overview of the goals of the research effort.
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The isothermal model for the hygroscopic behavior of paper will be introduced in Chapter
2. The diffusion equation, without convection and production/consumption terms, will then
be considered. A one-dimensional model suited for a specific print environment will be de-
rived. The model necessitates the input of several physical parameters. These variables will
be determined one by one in Chapter 3. Subsequently, the parameters will serve as input for
the numerical model in Chapter 4. Some specific situations in a printing environment will
then be studied. Chapter 5 will state the conclusions of this thesis and will make suggestions
for future work.

A word about notation: in this thesis it has been attempted to create a unique symbol
for every quantity. Additional subscripts and superscripts cannot be avoided in this way. For
example, the symbol τ is used to denote tortuosity, but it is also used in the context of time
constants τi (with i an index). Every symbol will be explained where it is used first. The
Nomenclature offers a complete list of symbols.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Model

This chapter introduces the mathematical model which describes the moisture exchange be-
tween paper and its environment. Paper is a porous medium that has a skeletal part formed
by a solid matrix (i.e. the cellulose fibres including the filler material). These fibres are
permeated by a network of interconnected pores. More details about the used paper are
given in Appendix B. The transport of moisture in paper is mainly controlled by vapor
diffusion through the pores [41]. Knudsen diffusion can be neglected. The mean free path
for water vapor in air at standard conditions is in the order of 10−8 m [41], while the aver-
age pore size has an order of magnitude of 10−5 m (see Appendix B). It is reported that
there is also diffusion of condensed water both along the surface of the fibres and through
the fibres [5] [6] [24] [28] [29] [35] [36] [47]. The diffusion of condensed water through fi-
bres is believed to be at least five orders of magnitude slower than the vapor diffusion in
the pores [5] [6] [28] [29] [35] [36]. Next to that, others report about vapor diffusion which
is enhanced by condensed water [43] [47] [62]. Capillary condensation will however not be
considered in this thesis. The effects of surface diffusion, fibre diffusion and enhancement are
thus not taken into account.

Section 2.1 starts with a description of a general, isothermal model based on the previ-
ous postulates. A non-isothermal model that incorporates the energy balance for both pores
and fibres exists [37], but the thermal effects are expected to be negligible in our experi-
ments. Section 2.2 derives from the general model a one-dimensional model. Obviously, no
model can be used for solving a particular problem, unless the numerical values of all physical
parameters are known. They will be determined later in Chapter 3. The numerical tooling
belonging to the presented model is developed by Marin Zapata at the Department of Applied
Mathematics of the Eindhoven University of Technology [37].

2.1 Isothermal Model

By using the method of representative elementary volumes (REV) one replaces the micro-
scopic, strongly heterogeneous situation of paper by an averaged, macroscopic one. The
continuum approach of representative volumes is described by Bear [8] and by Marin Zap-
ata [37]. By means of a representative elementary volume the porosity η, i.e. the ratio of
void volume to the total volume of the material, can be found. If the volume of the averaging
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volume is V0, it leads to the following derivative for the porosity in the REV [8]:

∂η

∂V
|V=V0 = 0.

It states that the porosity is constant over the space which makes up the representative ele-
mentary volume. The averaged porosity η of plain paper is in the order of 0.5.

The density of pores and fibres is also taken constant: a change in water vapor concen-
tration (or temperature) does not imply a different density of both pores and fibres. Finally,
the model implicitly neglects the possibility of ”free liquid” water. This means that capil-
lary condensation is neglected. Water in a ”bound” state is taken along though; the water
in the fibers consists of water molecules attached to them at the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups.

The basic assumptions for a general moisture model at this point can be summarized as:

1. the porosity η is uniform in space and constant in time;

2. the density of the air in the pores and the density in the fibres are both constant;

3. capillary condensation is neglected.

2.1.1 Mass Balance of Water in Pores

A general mass balance is composed of a net rate of change which equals a net influx (both
convection and diffusion) plus a production term. It is assumed that convection can be
neglected. Chemical reactions, which could produce or consume water, are not considered.
When the convection flux and internal production are ignored, the mass balance of water in
the pores is

η
∂Cp
∂t

= η∇ · (Deff∇Cp)−Apf K (1− η)(Cf,eq − Cf ), (2.1)

where η is the porosity; Cp and Cf are the macroscopic concentrations of water in respectively
the pores and fibres with dimensions kg m−3, Deff is the effective diffusivity of water (in the
pores) in m2 s−1; Apf is the surface area of the pore-fibre interface per unit volume of porous
medium, with unit m−1; K is the internal mass transfer coefficient with units m s−1; and
Cf,eq is the value of Cf when in local equilibrium with Cp. The explicit relation between Cf,eq
and Cp will be described in Paragraph 3.1. It is assumed that the mass of water in the pores
is much smaller than the mass of water in the fibres: η Cp � (1− η)Cf .

An internal mass transfer is introduced in order to avoid the explicit determination of Apf
and K in a later stadium:

Kmi ≡ Apf K. (2.2)

In first approximation the diffusivity of water in the pores can be estimated by the diffusivity
of water in air Dw,air. The effective diffusivity Deff is however lower by a factor τ , as a result
of the tortuosity of the path in the pores [47]. This correction factor τ includes the effect of
dead end pores. We assume Deff to be independent of the water vapor concentration in the
pores. This is only correct, as long as the capillary condensation of water can be neglected.
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Above a critical water vapor pressure, when capillary condensation increases, one observes
a strong increase in Deff , which is called enhancement [15] [22] [62] [43] [47]. The effective
diffusion coefficient can even become larger than the diffusion coefficient in air Dw,air. The
effective diffusivity is a tensorial quantity, since paper is anisotropic. The fibres are oriented
preferably along the paper motion direction during the manufacturing process, i.e. the ma-
chine direction (MD). In the model it is assumed however that paper is isotropic, so that the
effective diffusivity Deff is a scalar.

The extra assumptions at this point are:

4. no convective fluxes;

5. internal production of water molecules due to chemical reactions is neglected;

6. paper is an isotropic medium;

7. the mass of the water vapor in the pores is much smaller than the mass in the fibres;

2.1.2 Mass Balance of Water in Fibres

As stated before, convection fluxes and production processes are absent. The mechanisms
which account for transport in a fibre matrix system are surface diffusion and diffusion through
the fibre, solid matrix [5] [6] [24] [28] [29] [35] [36] [47]. The model [37] assumes that both
processes are negligible with respect to the moisture transport in the pores. Surface diffusion
occurs when water is adsorbed at the pore wall. Since capillary condensation is not imple-
mented in the model, surface diffusion is neglected. Foss [24] confirms that the transport of
(condensed) water due to diffusion through the fibers can be neglected. Others have reported
the same conclusion [5] [6] [28] [29] [35] [36]. The macroscopic mass balance for the fibres is
thus simply the accumulation of moisture in the fibres by contact with the moisture in the
pores:

∂Cf
∂t

= Kmi (Cf,eq − Cf ). (2.3)

The list of assumptions is thus expanded with

7. diffusion along the fibres is neglected.

A check of the model till now is to add both mass balances. The total mass balance indeed
takes only water vapor transport in the pores into account:

∂Ctot
∂t

= η
∂Cp
∂t

+ (1− η)
∂Cf
∂t

= η∇ · (Deff∇Cp). (2.4)

2.2 One-dimensional Model

At this point the general model will be modified in such a way that it describes the moisture
uptake by a single sheet in a homogeneous relative humidity environment that varies in time.
The paper sheet is only exchanging moisture in the thickness direction, since the contact area
in thickness direction is much larger than the lateral contact area. In other words, the mois-
ture exchange in lateral direction is significantly smaller. Lateral gradients in concentration
are absent, since the relative humidity RH in the environment is homogeneous.
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The mass balance for the pores (Eq. 2.1) is changed into

η
∂Cp
∂t

= η Deff
∂2Cp
∂z2

−Kmi (1− η) (Cf,eq − Cf ). (2.5)

The boundary conditions for respectively z = 0 and z = L should reflect the resistance
through the boundary layer at the surfaces of the sheet. It is accounted for with an external
mass transfer coefficient Kme (in units m s−1):

Deff (
∂Cp
∂z

)0 = Kme (Cp(0)− Cw,∞(t)), (2.6)

Deff (
∂Cp
∂z

)L = Kme (Cw,∞(t)− Cp(L)). (2.7)

Cw,∞(t) is the water vapor concentration in the environment at a position outside the paper
sheet. It can be calculated with the relative humidity RH in the system [37]. This will
become clear in Par. 3.1.

The mass balance for the fibres (Eq. 2.3) does not change:

∂Cf
∂t

= Kmi (Cf,eq − Cf ).

The initial conditions state that initially the pores and fibres are in equilibrium with each
other and with the environment:

Cp(z, t = 0) = Cinitw,∞, (2.8)

Cf (z, t = 0) = Cf,eq(Cinitw,∞), (2.9)

where Cinitw,∞ is the initial concentration of water in the environment.

The numerical model [37] which handles the diffusion equations is made in Matlab. The
moisture transport is solved on a grid in space and time dimensions. The finite-differences
method is used for the space dimension, while the θ-method [3] is utilized for the time grid.
These methods offer a robust way to solve the diffusion equations. The way to treat the
non-linear equations for the concentrations is the Newton iteration method [3].

Before numerical experiments are executed (in Chapter 4), it is necessary to estimate the
order of convergence of the numerical model. In the ideal case the numerical model is com-
pared with an analytical solution, e.g. by means of the models by Carslaw [17]. The plot of
the relative error versus number of grid points then gives the order of convergence. An alter-
native however is to use a Richardson extrapolation [37]. The order of convergence calculated
in this way is approximately 2 for the numerical model [37].
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Chapter 3

Determination of the Physical
Parameters

3.1 Sorption Isotherms

3.1.1 Introduction

Moisture exchange takes place between paper and its surroundings in order to reach equilib-
rium. This sorption process (from low to high moisture content) is visualized in Fig. 3.1.
First, isolated spots on the surface of the fibres are occupied by water molecules. Subse-
quently, a monolayer is filled on top of the surface. This process can be described by the
basic theory derived by Langmuir [7]. A new layer is formed on top of the monolayer when
it is almost filled to maximum capacity. This process can no longer be described by Lang-
muir’s theory, but it can be understood with the BET or GAB equation [2] [7] [14]. Finally,
condensation might occur at very high humidities. This is not described by the BET nor the
GAB theory.

Firstly, several definitions, e.g. water activity and relative humidity, will be presented in
Par. 3.1.2. Several models for water vapor adsorption will subsequently be introduced. The
focus is then mainly on the GAB adsorption model (Par. 3.1.5). The latter is studied in
detail and experimental results will be given in Par. 3.1.7. Finally, conclusions will be drawn
in Par. 3.1.8.

3.1.2 Definitions

Sorption isotherms in this thesis relate the paper’s equilibrium moisture content M with
the water activity aw in the pores at a certain temperature. The moisture content is the
amount of water in the medium. We express the moisture content in a mass percentage. The
water activity is related to the chemical potential of the system. The chemical potential for
an arbitrary system is defined as [4] [33]

µi ≡ µi,0 +RT ln(ai), (3.1)

where µi is the chemical potential of the species i in equilibrium. µi,0 is the chemical po-
tential of the species i in the reference state, which is chosen to be (pure) liquid water. R,
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the several stages of adsorption. From left to right: isolated ad-
sorption, monolayer adsorption, multilayer adsorption, and condensation (source: L. Vrielink,
University of Twente, 2007).

T , and ai are respectively the gas constant, the temperature, and the activity for species i.
The activity is dependent on any factor that alters the chemical potential. In this thesis the
system consists of a mixture of air plus water vapor in contact with a solid matrix of cellulose
fibres plus filler material. In the derivation of the water activity we assume that the mixture
of air plus water vapor is in equilibrium with the solid matrix.

The mixture is assumed to be an ideal gas mixture1. It obeys under all conditions the
ideal gas equation (p V =

∑
i niRT ), which is consistent with experimentally discovered gas

laws (Boyle’s law, Gay-Lussac’s law) and Avogadro’s principle. The difference in chemical
potential between the two states can then be identified with the pressures pi and pi,0 (at equal
temperatures):

µ(pi) = µ(pi,0) +RT ln(
pi
pi,0

).

The activity for a species i is thus ai = pi

pi,0
. pi is the pressure of species i and pi,0 is the

pressure in the reference state. The subscript i = w will be designated for the water activity.
Assuming an ideal gas behavior of the vapor-air state, the water activity aw can be identified
with the ratio of the water vapor pressure in a material pv and the saturated vapor pressure
of pure water ps (i.e. the reference state) at the same temperature:

aw =
pv
ps

=
pv

$exp(−EL
RT )

. (3.2)

$ stands for the affinity of the gas for the solid and EL is the energy of vaporization. The
1At normal ambient conditions the water vapor will be far away from the critical point (Tc = 647 K, pc =

218 atm, Vc = 55 cm3 mol−1).
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saturated vapor pressure is based on the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. An empirical formula
for the saturation vapor pressure is obtained by Wagner [61]. Details can be found in Ap-
pendix E. A more general definition for activity, based on the fugacity or escaping tendency
of (non-ideal) gases, can be found in [33].

The way water activity is defined is awkward, since the change in aw can be caused by a
change in temperature and/or by a change in water vapor pressure, i.e. pv. The tempera-
ture may change the water binding, dissociation of water, solubility of solutes in water, and
the state of the fibre matrix. But there are more factors controlling the water activity in
a system. Dissolved species interact with water through dipole-dipole, ionic, and hydrogen
bonds. Surface interactions play a role as well: water interacts with chemical groups through
dipole-dipole forces, ionic bonds, van der Waals forces (hydrophobic), and hydrogen bonds.
Capillary effects also influence the (water) activity.

The Kelvin equation gives more insight in the concept and occurrence of capillary condensa-
tion. It assumes cylindrical pores and the water activity is given by [26]

aw = exp(−2 γ mmol

r ρw RT
cos(ψ)), (3.3)

where γ is the surface tension of water, mmol the molar mass of water, r the radius of the
cylindrical pore, ρw the density of water, and ψ the angle of contact between the liquid and
the walls of the capillary. The contact angle ψ is assumed to be zero: ψ = 0. The liquid thus
wets the walls of the pores. The definition of the contact angle is given in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: The definition of the contact angle ψ.

For some ideal pore systems (e.g. cylindrical pores) the Kelvin radius r can be calculated
from a size parameter [21] [26]. The Kelvin equation is displayed in Figure 3.3. It visualizes
the water activity at which condensation takes place for a certain pore radius; e.g. for a
pore radius of 1 µm capillary condensation happens at aw ≈ 0.4. The distribution of the
pore radius can be calculated with analytical models e.g. the model by Dodson [21]. The
vertical lines roughly indicate the pore sizes for plain paper, if the Kelvin equation is valid
(see Appendix B). Capillary condensation thus starts at aw = 0.84 in paper.

In this report capillary condensation is neglected and measurements should be executed in the
water activity region aw ≤ 0.84. This value is also reported by Parker [46]. The data points
for aw > 0.84 are thus likely to be influenced by the occurrence of capillary condensation.
The assumption of cylindrical pores, which is at the basis of the Kelvin equation (Eq. 3.3),
is probably not realistic for paper.
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Figure 3.3: The Kelvin equation for water with γ = 7.2 · 10−2 N/m and contact angle ψ = 0.
The sizes of the pores in paper are depicted, based on the model of Dodson [21]. Capillary
condensation starts at aw = 0.84 in paper.

The relative humidity of air is defined as the ratio of the water vapor pressure to its
saturation vapor pressure. When vapor and temperature equilibrium are reached, the water
activity of the paper sample is equal to the relative humidity of air surrounding the sample
(e.g. in a climate chamber). Multiplication of the activity by 100% gives the relative humid-
ity: RH = pv

ps
× 100%.

A distinction has to be made between the terms adsorption and absorption. The for-
mer indicates that the molecules are attached to the surface, while the latter states that the
molecules enter the interior of a substance. Adsorption is a consequence of the field force at
the surface of the solid, which attracts the vapor. The forces emanating from the substrate
may be of two kinds: physical adsorption and chemical adsorption [4].

In the first case, a gas molecule is bound to the solid surface by physical forces, like the
Van der Waals force, and the process is easily reversed. The adsorption can result in the
formation of multiple layers of molecules. The gas molecules will not dissociate, because the
change in energy is insufficient to break bonds. Van der Waals forces are weak after all. The
typical value2 of physical adsorption is 8 RT [4].

Chemical adsorption on the other hand involves a molecule that sticks to the surface by
forming a chemical bond. The sharing of electrons in a covalent bond is difficult to reverse.
The molecule usually disturbs the valencies of the surface atoms. The molecule is therefore
likely to dissociate to some extent. The fragments then interact with the substrate, but
this strong type of adsorption is limited to only one layer. A chemically bonded molecule is
strongly bound to the surface and it cannot escape without a large supply of energy (com-

2this is the RT scaling factor for energy values. RT = NA kT , RT equals 2.5 kJ mol−1
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pared to physical adsorption). The energy is provided by heat. The value of the energy of
chemisorption is typically 16 RT [4].

There is no clear cut test to distinguish between physical and chemical adsorption, although
a criterion exists that states that an energy below 10 RT (25 kJ mol−1) signifies physical
adsorption, while an energy above the energy of water vaporization 16 RT (40 kJ mol−1)
denotes chemical adsorption [4].

Absorption is a process in which the water molecules penetrate the solid material (i.e. fi-
bres plus filling material) as if they are part of it. This is a different process from adsorption.
Absorption will not be considered in this thesis. Instead, the GAB adsorption isotherm will
be used throughout this thesis (see Par. 3.1.5). Although the GAB adsorption isotherm is
commonly used in the food industry [46] [58], it is applied with success to paper materi-
als [5] [6] [24] [28] [29].

3.1.3 Langmuir Isotherm

The amount of material which is adsorbed on the surface, at a particular temperature depends
on the amount of that substance in the gas phase. For surface area determination and
in concreto the Langmuir theory, we are concerned with the coverage of the first layer of
adsorbate. Langmuir [7] [34] gives a relation between the coverage θ on one hand and the
vapor pressure pv at a particular temperature on the other hand. The coverage θ is the ratio
of the amount of water molecules adsorbed (nads) and the total number of available sorption
sites (ny), i.e. the amount of substance adsorbed when one molecule is bonded to every
sorption site:

θ =
nads
ny

. (3.4)

The coverage θ can be expressed in any measure of the total amount of adsorbed substance
(number, mass, volume, etc.) divided by the same measure of amount of sorbate which would
completely occupy all available sorption sites with a single particle, i.e. the monolayer capac-
ity.

The rate coefficients for adsorption and desorption are respectively α1 and β1; these will
also be used in the derivation of the BET equation (see Par. 3.1.4). The rate of adsorption
q̇ads is proportional to the vapor pressure of water vapor pv and the surface area available for
adsorption s0. In short:

q̇ads = α1 pv s0.

The rate of desorption is proportional to the amount of gas adsorbed s1 and the activation
energy E (which is the energy of desorption):

q̇des = β1 s1 exp(−
E

RT
).

The total surface area is equal to:

s = s0 + s1.
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In equilibrium the rates of adsorption and desorption are equal. Combined with the
expression for total surface area, we arrive at the Langmuir isotherm:

θ =
s1

s
=

X pv
1 +X pv

, (3.5)

with X = α1
β1
exp( E

RT ). The latter is thus both temperature dependent and related to the
change in energy. X is only a constant, when the change in energy is independent of coverage.

The behavior of the Langmuir isotherm is depicted in Figure 3.4 for a relative pressure,
i.e. p = pv

ps
. It is the ratio of the vapor pressure to the saturation pressure. A larger value

for X results in a higher coverage θ. The coverage converges to unity (θ → 1) for a relative
pressure that goes to unity as well (p→ 1) if X � 1. X is increased by either an increase in
strength of adsorption of the (water) molecules or a reduction in temperature. A higher X,
leads to higher coverage θ.

Figure 3.4: Plots of the Langmuir isotherm for several values of X. The latter is increased by
either an increase in strength of adsorption E or by a reduction in temperature T . A higher
X leads to a higher coverage for the same relative pressure.

The basic assumptions behind the Langmuir model are:

1. the substrate is isothermal;

2. the substrate is homogeneous, i.e. all sorption sites are identical;

3. water molecules attach to the substrate regardless of the presence of neighboring ad-
sorbed molecules, i.e. there are no ”horizontal” interactions between adsorbed molecules;

4. the adsorption can only take place in one distinct layer, on top of the bare surface.
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3.1.4 BET Equation

Langmuir’s monolayer sorption is extended to multilayered sorption by Brunauer, Emmett,
and Teller in their BET equation type I (Brunauer distinguished five types of adsorption
isotherms [14] [19] [32]). The BET equation differs from the Langmuir isotherm in one
important aspect. The monolayer coverage is replaced by multilayer coverage. There is no
limit to the number of layers that can be adsorbed; assumption 4 is therefore replaced. The
set of assumptions next to the previous ones are (while 4 is being replaced):

4. the adsorption can take place in an unlimited amount of layers;

5. adsorption and desorption take place at exposed surfaces only.

A limitation of all three isotherms is closely related to assumption 3 (see Par 3.1.3). An
inhomogeneous distribution of adsorbed molecules over the sorption sites is possible in the
model, because lateral interactions are absent3. This looks rather peculiar. Lateral interac-
tions between molecules should in fact be incorporated in a realistic model.

The derivation starts with a slack of material with surface areas s0, s1, ..., si, ..., and s∞,
covered by respectively 0, 1, ..., i, ..., ∞ layers of adsorbed molecules. A visualization of the
situation, following [55] and [26], is depicted in Figure 3.5. It shows the primary binding
sites like hydroxyl (-OH) groups, with the highest binding energies. If one (primary) water
molecule is attached to this spot, it is part of s1. When another water molecule connects to
this specific water molecule, it adds to surface area s2. The binding energy of the secondary
binding is less. Brunauer, Emmett and Teller state that a physical distinction must be made
between the first layer and the rest of the layers in the case of adsorption of water onto cellu-
lose fibres. The binding on the first layer is relying on chemical adsorption with high energies,
whereas the adsorption on the rest of the layers is linked with physical adsorption with low
energies.

At steady state s0 should remain constant, so that the rate of adsorption q̇ads on the bare
surface is equal to the rate of desorption q̇des from the first layer (i.e. layer s1). This is
represented by [14]

q̇ads = α1 pv s0 = β1 s1 exp(−E1/RT ) = q̇des, (3.6)

where pv is the vapor pressure, E1 is the heat of adsorption of the first layer, and α1 and β1

are rate constants. The energy E1 and the rate constants are independent of the number of
molecules already present in the s1 layer, because the sites are independent. Eq. 3.6 is also
used in deriving Langmuir’s equation for monolayer adsorption (see Par. 3.1.3).

At steady state the surface area s1 should also remain constant. In other words, the rate
of condensation on the first layer plus the rate of the evaporation from the first layer should
be equal to the rate of condensation on the bare surface plus the rate of evaporation from the
second layer (i.e. s2):

α2 pv s1 + β1 s1 exp(−E1/RT ) = α1 pv s0 + β2 s2 exp(−E2/RT ), (3.7)
3separate ”columns” of adsorbed of adsorbed molecules are possible
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Figure 3.5: The picture shows the substrate of the paper. It has several primary binding sites
(for example hydroxyl groups). Primary water molecules (open circles) can attach to these
spots easily and become part of s1. Secondary water molecules (filled circles) can attach to the
primary water molecules, although the attraction is less compared to primary binding sites.
The molecules are part of surface area si then, with i = 2, 3, .., N . The rate constants used in
the derivation of the BET equation (type I) are depicted as well.

where E2 is the heat of adsorption of the second layer, and α2 and β2 are rate constants.
Using Eq. 3.7 we can rewrite Eq. 3.6 as:

α2 pv s1 = β2 s2 exp(−E2/RT ).

It states that the rate of condensation on top of the first layer is equal to the rate of evaporation
from the second layer. Applying the same procedure iteratively, we can restate the equilibrium
equations for an arbitrary layer i:

αi pv si−1 = βi si exp(−Ei/RT ).

The number of molecules to form a complete, single molecular layer (i.e. monolayer) is given
by

A =
∞∑
i=0

(si),

while the number of adsorbed molecules is:

V =
∞∑
i=0

(i si).

Subsequently, this can be related to the coverage θ, i.e. the amount of gas adsorbed divided
by the monolayer capacity. The coverage is thus

θ =
V

A
=

∑∞
i=0(i si)∑∞
i=0(si)

. (3.8)

The summation can be carried out with several assumptions. This is the point where the
BET and the GAB isotherm (see Par. 3.1.5) differ. The BET equation assumes:

6. the evaporation-condensation properties of the molecules in the second and higher ad-
sorbed layers (i ≥ 2) are the same as those of the liquid (bulk) state: E2 = E3 = ... =
Ei = EL, with EL the change in energy of vaporization;
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7. βi

αi
= $ for i 6= 1.

The ratio of β and α describes the affinity of the gas for the solid (also for i = 1). We can
express surface area si in terms of s0 [14]:

si = Cb · (aw)i s0, (3.9)

where aw is given by 3.2 and Cb is the GAB constant. The interpretation of Cb is not
straightforward and controversial in literature [59]. We interpret it as an energy constant. Cb
relates the heat of sorption of the water molecules from the monolayer (layer i = 1) E1 to the
heat of evaporation from a pure liquid (layer i ≥ 2) EL. The BET parameter Cb is equal to

Cb =
α1 ·$
β1

exp(
E1 − EL
RT

) = Cb,0 exp(
∆EC,b
RT

), (3.10)

where Cb,0 is a constant identified with the affinity of the water vapor for the cellulose fibres
and ∆EC,b = E1 − EL.

Eq. 3.8, Eq. 3.9, and Eq. 3.10 bring us to4

θ =
Cb s0

∑∞
i=1 i(aw)i

s0[1 + Cb
∑∞

i=1(aw)i]
. (3.11)

This can be rewritten with the mathematical identities (for ξ < 1) [1]

∞∑
i=1

ξi =
ξ

1− ξ
, (3.12)

and
∞∑
i=1

iξi = ξ
d

dξ

∞∑
i=1

ξi (3.13)

as the BET equation (type I):

θ =
Cb aw

(1− aw)(1− aw + Cb aw)
. (3.14)

The BET isotherm is widely used because of its simplicity. It fits experimental observations
moderately well for a moderate range in water activity: 0.05 < aw < 0.30 [2] [7] [19] [59]. The
most important error is that the BET isotherm rises indefinitely because there is no limit to
the amount of molecules that can adsorb. In a porous material like paper, pores are present
and consequently the number of adsorbed layers is limited.

The GAB isotherm corrects this somewhat: it modifies the BET equation with an extra
parameter such that the adsorption goes to infinity at a water activity aw which is closer
to unity than in the case of the BET isotherm [19] [58]. The GAB’s range of application is
therefore reported to be at least 0.05 < aw < 0.80 for all kinds of situations in the agricultural
& food sector [46], medical sector [65], and science [2].

4The summation is converted from i = 0 to i = 1
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3.1.5 GAB Equation

The GAB isotherm is a refinement of the Langmuir and BET isotherms. The assumptions
1-5 and 7 still apply to the GAB equation. It corresponds to the BET equation in the sense
that the first shell of water is evenly spread over the substrate and tightly bound in a mono-
layer. Assumption 6 - the property for subsequent layers - is changed however. In the BET
equation all higher layers have the same interactions: E2 = E3 = ... = Ei = EL. The GAB
equation makes a distinction: in the multilayer (2 < i < N) the molecules have interactions
with the substrate which range in energy levels between those of the monolayer molecules
and the bulk liquid. Anderson [2] used an arbitrary value of 9 for the summation parameter
N . Succeeding layers (i > N) - closer to the solid-gas interface - exhibit more and more bulk
liquid properties. In short, the GAB isotherm postulates that the energy change of adsorption
for the multilayer (E2 = E3 = ... = E9) is different from the energy change of vaporization EL.

The question why the heat of adsorption for the multilayer should differ from the energy
change of vaporization cannot be answered with certainty [2]. The correction might incorpo-
rate the spread of molecules among the layers. It would indicate that in the multilayer the
situation is more ordered.

The split-up in three régimes causes the summation process (from Eq. 3.11 to Eq. 3.14
in the case of BET) to become rather cumbersome. The mathematical identities (Eq. 3.12
and Eq. 3.13) can no longer be used. In other words, a kinetic derivation is hard to find. De
Boer found such a solution nevertheless [12].

Thermodynamical Derivation

The derivation of the BET equation (Par. 3.1.4) can also be done in a thermodynamical
way [45] [65]. BET’s thermodynamical derivation is necessary here to investigate the GAB
equation in a later stadium. The starting point is the equilibrium of a system with i adsorbate
molecules B in an environment with water activity aw, empty sorption sites y0, and sorption
sites occupied by an aggregate of i sorbate particles yiB. The system is then described by

y0 + iB � yiB.

At a given pressure and temperature the system is in equilibrium. This happens when

µ̂yiB = µ̂y0 + i · µ̂B, (3.15)

where the µ̂ is the chemical potential. This equation can be written in the form of Eq. 3.1

µ̂B = µ0
B +RT ln(aw), (3.16)

µ̂y0 = µ0
y0 +RT ln(θ0), (3.17)

µ̂yiB = µ0
yiB +RT ln(θi) = µ0

y1B + (i− 1)µ∗B +RT ln(θi). (3.18)

µ0
B in Eq. 3.16 is the chemical potential of the adsorbate B in a specified, standard condition.

The term µ0
y0 in Eq. 3.17 will be clarified soon. µ0

y1B is the chemical potential of the absorbed
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molecule B in the monolayer, while µ∗B is the chemical potential of adsorbate B in (multilayer)
state *. θ0 is the fraction unoccupied sorption sites and θi is the fraction sites occupied by
particles yiB. These fractions can be expressed in the following way:

θ0 =
ny0

ny
,

θi =
nyiB
ny

,

with ny, ny0, and nyiB respectively the total number of sites, the number of unoccupied sites,
and the number of sites occupied by yiB. This implies that

1 = θ0 +
∞∑
i=1

θi. (3.19)

The hypotheses Eq. 3.16 until 3.18 can be checked in the limit cases. From Eq. 3.17 it is to
be seen that if all sorption sites are empty (i.e. θ0 = 1) one arrives at

µ̂y0 = µ0
y0.

This reference value can be taken to be zero. Eq. 3.18 implements the (BET) adsorption con-
figuration: one molecule attaches to the substrate while the other molecules of the aggregate
are attached to this first molecule. The chemical potential of the particles yiB is the sum of
the adsorbed B molecule in the monolayer plus i − 1 times the chemical potential of the B
molecules in the (multilayer) state *. It implies that when all sorption sites are occupied by
a single B particle (i.e. θ1 = 1), the following is true

µ̂y1B = µ0
yB.

If all the previous is put into Eq. 3.15, the following expression is obtained

µ0
yB + (i− 1)µ∗B +RT ln(θi) = RT ln(θ0) + i(µ0

B +RT ln(aw)),

which can be rewritten as

ln(
θ0

θi
) =

µ0
yB

RT
+

(i− 1)µ∗B
RT

− i(
µ0
B

RT
+ ln(aw)),

or

ln(aiw) + ln(
θ0

θi
) =

1
RT

[µ0
yB + (i− 1)µ∗B − iµ0

B] =
1
RT

[i(µ∗B − µ0
B) + (µ0

yB − µ∗B)].

This can eventually be written as

θ0

θi
· (aw)i = exp[

−i(µ0
B − µ∗B)− (µ∗B − µ0

yB)
RT

]. (3.20)
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To simplify the equation, the following relations (compare with Eq. 3.10) will be used [45]
[49] [59]

Cg = exp(
µ∗B − µ0

yB

RT
) = Cg,0 exp(

E1 − Em
RT

). (3.21)

k = exp(
µ0
B − µ∗B
RT

) = k0 exp(
Em − EL
RT

), (3.22)

with k0 and Cg,0 constants. E1 −Em = ∆EC,g is the difference in energy between monolayer
and multilayer, whereas Em − EL = ∆Ek is the difference in energy between multilayer and
(bulk) liquid. From Eq. 3.10, Eq. 3.21, and Eq. 3.22 it follows that Cb = Cg k. That must
be the true, since ∆EC,b = (E1 − Em) + (Em − EL) = E1 − EL. The absolute value for
∆Ek should be smaller than ∆ECg , because the energy difference between monolayer and
multilayer is larger than that between multilayer and (bulk) liquid.

Combining Eq. 3.20, Eq. 3.22, and Eq. 3.21 leads to

θi = Cg θ0 (k aw)i, (3.23)

with i = 1, 2, 3, ....

If we add the last equation for all integers, we know that θ1 + θ2 + θ3 + ... = 1 − θ0 (see
Eq. 3.19). Furthermore, we know the infinite sum for the power series (see Eq. 3.12). Thus

Cg θ0 (
k aw

1− k aw
) = 1− θ0.

This leads to the equation

θ0 =
1− k aw

1− k aw + Cg k aw
. (3.24)

The total number of adsorbed molecules is: nB,ads = ny1B + 2ny2B + 3ny3B + .... As stated
earlier, the coverage θ is the amount of adsorbed substance divided by the monolayer capacity.
This is equivalent to the ratio of the total number of adsorbed molecules and the total number
of sorption sites: θ = nB,ads

ny
(see Eq. 3.4). This implies that θ = θ1 + 2 θ2 + 3 θ3 + ....

Multiplication of Eq. 3.23 with i and summation of the equations for i = 1, 2, 3, ... gives the
GAB equation. We have to bear in mind that the geometric series in k aw (if k aw < 1) can
be rewritten: see Eq. 3.13. The final result is given here:

θ = Cg
(1− k aw)

1− k aw + Cg k aw

k aw
(1− k aw)2

=
Cg k aw

(1− k aw)(1− k aw + Cg k aw)
. (3.25)

To be certain that the previous thermodynamical derivation is valid, we have to verify that
k aw < 1. This statement is equivalent to µ∗B > µ0

B, or k < 1. If µ∗B = µ0
B we find k = 1 and

thus the BET isotherm (Eq. 3.14) is retrieved. The physics of the GAB isotherm is given by
Eq. 3.15 and the corresponding chemical potentials in Eq. 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18. The isotherm
is not dependent on the geometry under which it is derived. In practice a fractional coverage
cannot be measured. What can be measured though is the mass of adsorbed water, expressed
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in a mass percentage. The final form of the GAB equation is therefore [5] [6] [24] [28] [29]
[49] [46]

M =
M0Cg k aw

(1− k aw)(1− k aw + Cg k aw)
. (3.26)

The physical meaning of the parameters is:

� M0: the monolayer value, which is a measure of the availability of the sorption sites for
water sorption by paper;

� Cg: relates the heat of sorption of the water molecules from the monolayer E1 to the
heat of evaporation from the multilayer Em (Eq. 3.21);

� k: relates the heat of sorption of the water molecules from the multilayer Em to the
heat of evaporation from the pure liquid EL (Eq. 3.22);

� aw: water activity, which is the ratio of the water vapor pressure to the saturated
pressure of pure water (Eq. 3.2).

Jamming

Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.24 give information about the fraction θi of sites occupied by i adsorbate
molecules. If data from a representative adsorption experiment (with Cg = 21 and k = 0.73)
is taken, Figure 3.6 is the result. The graph shows that molecules attach to the available
sorption sites as the water activity increases. However, at a water activity of 1 there are still
some empty adsorption sites: θ0 6= 0 for aw = 1. In other words, the fraction of occupied sites
will never reach unity. This phenomenon in adsorption processes is called jamming and has
been predicted by Monte Carlo simulations of adsorption [45]. It is also clear that θ1 does not
reach unity in Fig. 3.6. A complete monolayer is thus never formed in the sorption process.

Monolayer Coverage

The jamming process does not imply that a split-up in monolayer and multilayer coverage
in the GAB isotherm is useless. This becomes clear when looking at the GAB equation in a
different way. The fraction of occupied sites is

f ≡ 1− θ0 = 1− 1− k aw
1− k aw + Cg k aw

=
Cg k aw

1− k aw + Cg k aw
. (3.27)

The fraction of occupied sites can be investigated graphically: see Figure 3.7. Values for k
and Cg varied in the experiments (both adsorption and desorption) between respectively 0.70
- 0.91 and 12 - 134. The consequences of these variations in k and Cg for the fraction occupied
sites is depicted in Figure 3.7.

It is clear that for k values closer to unity, the fraction of occupied sites is closer to unity. The
differences between the results for the varying k values is however minimal. This is not true
for the Cg values: large differences appear. For higher values of Cg, the fraction of occupied
sites is close to unity; whereas for Cg values lower than 100, the fraction of occupied sorption
sites is drastically lower.
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Figure 3.6: The fraction θi of sites with a column of i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 adsorbed
molecules versus water activity aw. The corresponding values for the GAB isotherm are:
Cg = 21 and k = 0.74.

Eq. 3.27 also reveals that at saturation (i.e. aw = 1) only a fraction

fmax =
Cg · k

1− k + Cg · k
6= 1

of the total number of sorption sites is occupied, i.e. a consequence of jamming. The values
for Cg and k determine the degree of incompleteness. The BET equation can not predict it,
because k = 1.

The fraction of all molecules directly in contact with the substrate can now be deduced:

φ =
f

θ
=

1− θ0

θ
= 1− k · aw.

With the help of this φ it is possible to get an expression for the monolayer coverage in
practice. The result of the multiplication of θ (Eq. 3.25) with φ is an estimate for monolayer
coverage only:

M1 = M0 θ φ =
M0 Cg k aw

(1− k aw + Cg k aw)
.

The complementary moisture content is

M2 = M0 θ (1− φ) =
M0Cg (k aw)2

(1− k aw)(1− k aw + Cg k aw)
.

The sum of the two returns the (total) moisture content M (Eq. 3.26).
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Figure 3.7: The fraction occupied sites f for different values of k (with Cg = 21) [left] and
for different values of Cg (with k = 0.73) [right].

3.1.6 Material & Methods

The adsorption isotherms derived till now will be tested in order to gain more insight in the
physics of the moisture exchange between printing paper and its environment. The absolute
method for determining the (average) moisture content of paper is the gravimetric method.
The gravimetric measurements are direct and conceptually simple, as they relate the percent
moisture content M (in mass percentage) to the difference in mass between the wet and the
dry sample:

M =
mwet −mdry

mdry
× 100%, (3.28)

with mwet and mdry respectively the wet and the dry weight of the sample. The coverage θ
is the amount adsorbed divided by the monolayer capacity: θ ≡ M

M0
.

The gravimetric method is time-consuming and destructive. Next to that, the spatial reso-
lution is low (i.e. determined by the sample dimensions). This direct method is however the
simplest way to measure the moisture content. The gravimetric method is not the only way
in which we can measure the moisture content of a paper sample. Several indirect methods
exist, like the measurements depending on i) electrical properties, e.g. near-infrared (see Par.
3.3), microwave, and radar sensors; ii) acoustic properties; iii) chemical reactions, e.g. the
Karl Fisher method. None of the methods mentioned can compete in convenience and gen-
erality with the Karl Fisher method, which serves to calibrate many other methods [11]. We
recommend to compare the gravimetric method with Karl Fisher when measuring adsorption
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isotherms in the future.

The wet weight of the paper (plain paper, type LFM090) is measured by means of a mass
balance (Mettler Toledo AE163, accuracy 0.1 µg) in the climate chamber (Weiss Enet EKE
10.90.160). The climate chamber is programmable and adjustable in temperature and water
activity. The measurements are executed at a fixed temperature (between 293 and 308 K).
The procedure to determine the moisture content (in mass %) versus water activity is the
following, where one goes from low to high water activities and backwards:

1. placement of the paper sample in the climate chamber and initiating the climate cham-
ber at a certain, fixed temperature T and water activity aw;

2. measurement of the wet weight in the climate chamber by means of the mass balance
after equilibrium has been reached (the time to reach equilibrium is at least 20 min.);

3. adjustment of the climate chamber to a new water activity and a renewed measurement
of the wet weight after equilibrium has been reached;

4. ... repetition of the previous step till all points are measured ... ;

5. measurement of the dry weight of the sample.

The sample’s dry weight (after 6 minutes heating at 378 K) is measured in a halogen mois-
ture analyzer (Mettler Toledo HB43, accuracy 1 mg). The experimental data points of the
percent moisture content versus water activity can be fitted with the theoretical isotherms de-
rived earlier. The utilized fitting procedure in Matlab is the nonlinear NLINFIT optimization.
Alternatives to this fitting method are given by Timmermann [59].

3.1.7 Results & Discussion

The results for a representative measurement of the moisture content M (in mass %) for 11
distinct, equidistant water activities (between aw = 0.20 and aw = 0.90) at a temperature of
293 K are shown in Figure 3.8. The measurements are averaged over three samples and the
error bars are given by the 95% confidence intervals [1]. The coefficient of determination R2

is used to study the statistical properties of the fit [1].
The BET isotherm (dashed line) is only fitted to the five lowest water activities, but the curve
fitting is unsatisfactory. The limit behavior for aw → 0 is expected, but the fit diverges for
high water activities (the value for Cb = 2× 109). This characteristic is amplified if the BET
isotherm is fitted to the full data set. However, the conclusions based on the extrapolation of
a non-linear fit are doubted. The BET parameter Cb is large in many cases, which supports
the conclusion that the sigmoid shape of the moisture content cannot be fitted by the BET
isotherm. In Par. 3.1.4 it was already noted that the BET isotherm is commonly used in the
interval 0.05 < aw < 0.30 [2] [7] [19] [59].

The GAB isotherm (line), which is fitted to the full data set, shows good resemblance with the
data. The coefficient of determination R2 for the GAB isotherm is equal to 0.997. The first
part of the graph shows the Langmuir-like adsorption of the monolayer. It shows the typical
strong chemical adsorption of the first layer. At low water activities the water vapor will thus
preferentially adsorb to the empty sites that have the largest energy (i.e. the monolayer value
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Figure 3.8: Both the BET and the GAB isotherm fitted to experimental data obtained at 293
K for plain paper. The BET isotherm is fitted to the five lowest water activities, while the
GAB isotherm is fitted to the full data set. The GAB isotherm shows good resemblance to the
data, with a R2-value of 0.997. The error bars are given by the 95% confidence intervals.

E1). As adsorption proceeds less and less spots (direct) at the fibre surface are available.
The energy decreases consequently, since the difference in EM in multilayer and EL in (bulk)
liquid is smaller. The point where the chemical adsorption approximately stops and physical
adsorption approximately starts, can be calculated with the GAB constants as shown in the
Jamming paragraph. The GAB parameters in this particular case (M0 = 4.4, Cg = 21, and
k = 0.73) lead to the following intervals:

� 0 < aw < 0.20: chemical adsorption

� 0.20 < aw < 1: physical adsorption

At the particular value of aw = 0.20 approx. 80% of the sorption sites is occupied and 20%
is empty (see Fig. 3.6). At high water activities capillary condensation takes place. At a
water activity of 1, we can no longer speak of water vapor. If a separation in monolayer and
multilayer is implemented in the data set (as introduced in Par. 3.1.5), the result in Figure
3.9 is obtained. The monolayer coverage shows good resemblance with the Langmuir chemical
sorption: a steep rise followed by a saturation. The (primary) sorption sites are thus filled
with molecules in a fast pace. Physical adsorption subsequently takes place with secondary
sorption sites that are filled gradually.
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Figure 3.9: The GAB isotherm split into two parts: 1) coverage of the primary sites (M1),
with M0 being the horizontal asymptote, 2) coverage of the secondary sites (M2). The values
for M0, Cg, and k are respectively 4.4, 21, and 0.73.

The values for ∆EC,g and ∆Ek can be determined as well (with 95% confidence intervals):
∆EC,g = (7± 1)× 103 and ∆Ek = −(8± 1)× 102 in units J mol−1. The value for ∆EC,g is
one order of magnitude larger than ∆Ek. The former should be larger, since the difference
in energy between monolayer and multilayer on one hand and multilayer and bulk liquid on
the other hand must be larger. A negative value for ∆Ek implies that the energies related to
sorption in the bulk liquid are larger than those related to sorption in the multilayer. Values
of k > 1 are not possible with a negative ∆Ek, which is satisfactory. k > 1 would indicate an
energy change in adsorption that is more negative than the free energy in vaporization EL.
Values of k > 1 are not yet reported [58].

As can be seen in Fig. 3.8 there is a finite adsorption at aw = 1. This is an internal
contradiction in the GAB isotherm, reported by others as well [58]. The derivation of the
GAB isotherm is based on an infinite amount of sorption layers (in the bulk liquid), while a
finite number of sorption layers is obtained. The number of layers is small: Maw=1/M0 ≈ 4.
The interval however where the GAB isotherm is applied goes up to a water activity of only
aw = 0.90 [58] [46]. Capillary condensation will occur in that region and we are satisfied with
the results yet obtained for the region below aw ≤ 0.90. A fourth sorption stage model by
Timmermann [58], which includes a fourth fitting parameter, does not add new physics in
our opinion.
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Hysteresis

We have focused on the adsorption part of the isotherms only. In Fig. 3.10 the situation is
depicted for a full cycle of adsorption and desorption, measured at a temperature of 303 K.
The data sheets for all the measured sorption isotherms are given in Appendix C.

The equilibrium moisture content of paper is not only dependent on the water activity aw as
can be seen in Fig. 3.10. A larger moisture content is measured for desorption compared to
adsorption. This is the hysteresis in the moisture isotherm. In other words, the amount of
moisture in the paper is path-dependent. Hysteresis is not modeled in chapter 2 and para-
graph 3.1. A great deal of attempts is undertaken to describe hysteresis [7] [16] [26] [47]. Two
of these explanations are given in Appendix D.

Figure 3.10: Sorption data (T = 303 K) fitted for both adsorption (...) and desorption (-.-).
The moisture content clearly depends on the history of the sample. The most likely behavior
for low water activities is also shown (- -).

The data presented in Fig. 3.10 is not optimal, because the 95% confidence interval for the
highest water activity (aw = 0.90) is large (this particular point is in the capillary conden-
sation régime, as evidenced by Fig. 3.3). In addition, the number of data points is low (e.g.
five data points for adsorption versus four data points for desorption). The two branches of
the sorption isotherm intersect at two particular water activities: one point of intersection at
a low water activity (aw = 0.12) and one at a high water activity (aw = 0.88). It is expected
that both curves lie on top of each other alongside the intersections [7], which implicitly as-
sumes that drying and wetting are equal during chemical adsorption and in the multilayer
where the water molecules behave almost like a liquid. The course of the curve (dashed line)
below aw = 0.12 in Fig. 3.10 cannot be verified by means of the fit5.

5The extrapolation of a non-linear fitting procedure with a low amount of data points is dangerous
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Temperature Dependency

The GAB parameters elucidate the sorption mechanism in a paper medium as described ear-
lier. The GAB parameters Cg and k are related to the energy differences as clarified by Eq.
3.21 and Eq. 3.22. ∆EC,g = E1 − Em (in units J mol−1) is the difference in energy between
the monolayer and multilayer sorption. ∆Ek = Em−EL (in units J mol−1) is the energy dif-
ference between condensation of the liquid and the desorption of the multilayer. An overview
of the GAB parameters for several temperatures is given in Appendix C. The values for ∆Ek
and ∆EC,g are given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Values for the GAB parameters ∆Ek and ∆EC,g with 95% confidence intervals.
The adsorption isotherms for T = 303 K and T = 308 K were not fitted satisfactorily.

adsorption desorption
T ∆EC,g (J mol−1) ∆Ek (J mol−1) ∆EC,g (J mol−1) ∆Ek (J mol−1)

293 K (7± 1)× 103 −(8± 1)× 102 (7± 1)× 103 −(9± 1)× 102

298 K (8± 2)× 103 −(5± 1)× 102 (6± 1)× 103 −(8± 2)× 102

303 K - - (6± 2)× 103 −(6± 4)× 102

308 K - - (6± 1)× 103 −(8± 3)× 102

The values for ∆Ek and ∆EC,g give insight in the suitability of the GAB isotherm: a good
prediction of the temperature dependency indicates that the GAB isotherm is physically
relevant. The weighted averages for ∆Ek and ∆EC,g (in J mol−1 and RT ) are:

¯∆Ek = −7.4× 102 ≈ 0.3RT,

¯∆EC,g = 6.6× 103 ≈ 2.6RT.

If these values are implemented in a fit of the data set of a representative adsorption measure-
ment (T = 293 K), we obtain good results as evidenced by Fig. 3.11. The data points (with
95% confidence intervals) are approximated well by the GAB isotherm with the averaged ¯∆Ek
and ¯∆EC,g as input. The coefficient of determination R2 = 0.991.
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Figure 3.11: Fit of an adsorption measurement (95% confidence intervals) at T = 293 K with
the averaged ¯∆Ek and ¯∆EC,g as input. The coefficient of determination R2 = 0.991.

3.1.8 Conclusion

The GAB isotherm is able to fit the experimental situation for the adsorption of water vapor
onto the cellulose fibres of plain paper, whereas the Langmuir and BET isotherm are not.
The concepts of jamming and monolayer coverage have been presented and can be predicted
by means of the GAB isotherm. The same is true for the reported distinction between
chemical and physical adsorption. Hysteresis effects were also found: it is evident that the
moisture content of paper is dependent on the history. Finally, the GAB isotherm describes
the temperature dependency well. In short, relevant physical knowledge is achieved with the
GAB isotherm. By means of the GAB coefficients M0, ∆EC,g and ∆Ek it is possible to
describe the paper’s moisture content in a representative print environment.
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3.2 Moisture Diffusivity

3.2.1 Introduction

The moisture diffusivity of water vapor in paper can be modeled and investigated in sev-
eral ways. A study of the drying profiles of paper, measured by means of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), is one possibility (see Appendix A). The inverse procedure to obtain the
global moisture diffusivity D(M) from drying profiles is outlined in [47]. It is proven to be
successful for fired-clay brick, mortar, sand-lime brick, and gypsum. Harding [30], Leisen [35],
and Wessman [63] have proven that drying profiles of paper can be measured by means of
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The applied modeling approach (I) in Appendix A is
however different from the model (II) that is explained in Chapter 2.

The model (I) in Appendix A describes the diffusion of water in paper by means of a global
moisture diffusivity D(M). The global moisture diffusivity is a function of the moisture con-
tent M . An effective diffusivity approach however is pursued in this thesis. In this way, the
details of the transport process are more pronounced. For example, the model (II) in Chap-
ter 2 includes the internal mass transfer between pores and fibres. The effective diffusivity
describes the diffusion only through the pores and is independent of the moisture content.

The objective of this paragraph is to obtain the effective diffusivity Deff (see Eq. 2.1) of
water vapor in paper. The first assumptions are:

� the diffusion process occurs in steady-state;

� the diffusion process takes place in isothermal conditions;

� the diffusion process is one dimensional.

In order to measure the effective diffusivity a so-called diffusion cup experiment is executed.
The setup is shown in Fig. 3.12. By maintaining a constant, higher concentration in the cup
Ci, a moisture flux J will flow from the air-water vapor mixture6 through the paper sheets
(with thickness L) to the environment with concentration Ce. The concentration Ce is con-
stant and established by means of ventilation. The amount of water is no longer expressed in
moisture content M , but related to the concentration (in kg m−3) like in Chapter 2. This is
due to the fact that Fick’s laws use concentrations rather than moisture content. The water
activity aw also disappears. The relation between water activity aw and concentrations for
an ideal gas is given by Marin Zapata [37]: C = pv

RT , with pv the water vapor pressure.

On its way out, the water vapor has to overcome three resistances (R1, R2, and R3). The dif-
fusion cup experiment will determine the rate of weight loss |dmdt | of a cup filled with saturated
sodium chloride solution and sealed by means of a sample of the paper under investigation.
The rate of the weight loss of the cup will be related to the effective diffusivity.

The convective currents in the air layer inside the cup have been neglected, as commonly
done in the literature [36] [41]. This can be justified by considering the Rayleigh number
Ra, which is the ratio between the driving force of free convection and the viscous term in

6above the saturated salt solution
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Figure 3.12: Steady state measurement of the effective diffusion coefficient Deff with a diffu-
sion cup. A more detailed overview is given in Figure 3.13.

the equation of motion for the air in the cup. This leads to an expression for the minimum
temperature difference necessary to establish a free convection flow within the cup [9]:

∆Tc =
Rac ν ζ

g ς h3
≈ 570K,

with Rac the critical Rayleigh number (= 1708), ν the kinematic viscosity (≈ 1.5 ·10−5 Pa·s),
ζ the thermal diffusivity (≈ 2 ·10−5 m2/s), g the gravitational constant (m/s2), ς the thermal
expansion coefficient (ideal gas: ς ≡ T−1 = 298.15−1 K−1), and h the air gap thickness (≈
3 mm). This approximation leads to a critical temperature difference ∆Tc ≈ 570 K. It is
clear that a free convection flow can be neglected: the temperature difference inside the cup
between paper and solution is at least two orders of magnitude lower than ∆Tc.

3.2.2 Theory

A plane sheet or stack of papers with total thickness L will be considered. The surfaces of
the paper are maintained at constant concentrations Ci (z = 0) and Ce (z = L), with z the
direction normal to the paper. In steady state conditions, the moisture flux J is uniform
across the paper. It is related to the diffusion coefficient by Fick’s law:

J = η Deff
Ci − Ce

L
.
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The effective diffusivity Deff of water vapor in the paper is expected to be lower than that
in air (Dw,air), because of the tortuosity τ which incorporates the extra path length within
the paper. Using a mass balance over the cup, the moisture flux J is also given by

J =
1
A
|dm
dt
|,

with A the surface of the paper (in m2), and |dm/dt| the rate of weight loss of the cup (in
mol/s).

The total resistance Rtot of the migration of water vapor from the inside of the cup through
the paper into the environment can be defined as:

Rtot ≡
Ci − Ce

J
.

On its way out, the water vapor has to overcome three resistances, which are related to the
diffusion in the air layer within the cup (R1), the diffusion in the paper (R2), and the resistance
between the paper and the surroundings (R3). The resistance Rtot has to be corrected for the
two other resistances in order to determine the resistance of the diffusion in paper R2. The
effective diffusion coefficient Deff can be rewritten as:

η Deff =
L

R2
=

L

Rtot −R1 −R3
,

with L the thickness of the paper. The numerator can be determined experimentally: the
total resistance Rtot is known as well as the resistances R1 and R3. R1 is equal to the ratio
of the length of the air layer below the sheets h to the diffusivity of water in air at room
temperature Dw,air. R3 is the inverse of the external mass transfer coefficient Kme between
the paper and the surroundings. Substitution of the three resistances gives

η Deff =
L

A ci−ca
|dm/dt| −

h
Dw,air

− 1
Kme

, (3.29)

with h the thickness of the air layer in the cup, Dw,air the diffusion coefficient of water in air,
and Kme the external mass exchange coefficient between the paper and the surroundings.

There are two unknowns in Eq. 3.29: Deff and Kme. With a (linear) least-squares fitting
procedure both of them can be obtained at the same time, without the need for a dedicated
experiment for Kme. The latter is an advantage, since the external mass transfer coefficient
varies with the (experimental) setup. The measurements have to be executed with several
stack sizes. The amount i of paper sheets (with thickness l each) is varied (L = i × l). It is
then implicitly assumed that the sheets connect ideally. Marin Zapata [37] and Bandyopad-
hyay [6] report that the air layers between the sheets do not influence the diffusion process,
even when the air layers are comparable in size with the paper sheets. There is thus only one
contact resistance (i.e. R3) at the interface between paper and surroundings, at the top of the
cup. The effective diffusion is also supposed to be independent of the stack size. The inverse
rate of weight loss of the cup as a function of i can then be identified with both parameters:

1
|dm/dt|i

=
l

A (ci − ca)
i

η Deff
+

1
A(ci − ca)

(
h

Dw,air
+

1
Kme

). (3.30)
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Subsequently, a simple least-squares fit gives both the slope and the y-intercept. The mass
transfer coefficient Kme for this specific setup can be extracted from the y-intercept, while
the effective diffusivity Deff is related to the slope.

3.2.3 Material & Methods

The setup for the experiments is sketched in Figure 3.13. The cylindrical diffusion cup is made
of aluminum and has a height and diameter of 9 mm. The lower part of the cylinder with a
volume of approx. 60 µL is meant for storing the saturated salt solution. This saturated salt
solution causes a known relative humidity7. The relative humidity in the atmosphere of a
saturated NaCl-solution at 298.15 K is 75%. The upper part of the cup is the paper’s sample
holder. An O-ring and a screw fix the paper in such a way that the presence of air layers in
a stack of paper is diminished. The maximum thickness of the paper stack is about 1 mm in
this specific setup. In terms of the used uncoated plain paper (LFM090), this means that at
most an amount of 8 sheets can be placed in the cup.

Figure 3.13: Steady state measurement of the effective diffusion coefficient Deff with a diffu-
sion cup. The diffusion cup is not drawn in scale.

7Solutions maintain constant relative humidities in their atmosphere. The solution of a substance (e.g.
NaCl) will have a definite water vapor pressure at a given temperature when the vapor phase is in equilibrium
with the liquid. Saturated solutions with an excess of solid maintain a constant vapor pressure even under
changing moisture conditions, because condensation of water issues some of the solid to go into solution.
Evaporation of water consequently causes some dissolved material to precipitate. In short, the humidity
conditions stay the same. The value of the relative humidity over a saturated solution is a material property.
Sodium chloride has the advantage that its relative humidity hardly varies with temperature (75.0% at 278.15
K and 74.5% at 323.15 K)
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The diffusion cup is placed in the thermogravimetric analysis apparatus, which is a mass
balance (Mettler Toledo M38) mounted on a thermobalance (Mettler Toledo TG50-MT5).
The mass m of the cup is measured, while the temperature T is kept constant. The ther-
mocouple in the thermobalance measures the temperature, which was set at 298 K. The
resistance R3 of the water evaporating from the surface to the environment is reduced by
means of an air flow supplied with known relative humidity from a RH generator. In the
experiments only dry air (RH = 0%) was used. The mass measured by the mass balance
of the thermogravimetric analysis is sent to a PC equipped with Mettler Toledo’s STAR/e
software. This enables the user to obtain the necessary rate of weight loss data, i.e. |dm/dt|,
and therewith the moisture flux J .

The Flow in the Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

There are two specific requirements for the flow around the diffusion cup in the thermogravi-
metric analysis:

� the concentration in the surroundings of the cup Ce needs to be constant (i.e. zero);

� the external mass transfer coefficient Kme between paper and the surroundings must
allow water vapor to migrate to the environment fast.

The flow in the tube of the thermogravimetric analysis must be investigated in order to
validate that these conditions are met. First, we consider the boundary layer for a (smooth)
surface. The boundary layer in the Blasius solution has a size of [54]

δ = 3

√
Dw,air L′

U
,

with L′ the characteristic length of the surface (i.e. the cup) and U the uniform velocity.
The characteristic length L′ is approximately 9 mm and the velocity U of approx. 3 mm/s
is estimated with a calibrated Wilh. Lambrech air-speed meter. The boundary layer δ has
therefore a size of 20 mm. This is larger than the characteristic length L′ (i.e. 9 mm), thus
the boundary layer theory is not valid here. The external mass transfer coefficient, which
approximately equals Kme ≈ Dw,air

δ , has to be calculated in another way. An alternative is
to estimate the external mass transfer coefficient by Kme ≈ Dw,air

L′ ≈ 2× 10−3 m/s.

The flow in the tube of the thermogravimetric analysis can be investigated numerically with
finite-element methods too. In this thesis Comsol (v3.4a) is used to study the velocity field.
The use of Comsol’s Incompressible Navier Stokes package is justified, since the flow is lami-
nar. Comsol calculates the velocity field, after specifying the domain and boundary settings.
The density, kinematic viscosity etc. correspond to literature values for air of 293 K. The
inlet of the tube in the thermogravimetric analysis has a horizontal velocity component of
2.5 mm/s. This particular value is measured with the calibrated air-speed meter (Wilh.
Lambrecht). The walls of the tube have a no-slip condition and the pressure at the outlet
is continuous (standard conditions). The direct solver PARDISO equipped with a non-linear,

8The readability is 1 µg. Linearity, reproducibility, and stabilization time are respectively < ±1µg, < ±1µg,
and < 5 s.
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damped Newton method (rel. tolerance 1 × 10−6, max. iterations 25) is used to calculate
the velocity field in the apparatus.

3.2.4 Results

The Flow in the Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

The grid selection and results of the FEM calculation are given in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15.

Figure 3.14: The grid (in m) which is used for the calculations in Comsol. The diffusion cup
is located at (0,0). An extra fine mesh is chosen on top of the diffusion cup and below the
diffusion cup.

Figure 3.15: a) The results for the velocity field calculation (in cm/s) in Comsol. The max-
imum velocity is 3.5 mm/s, while above the cup the velocities are small. b) Zoom-in of the
results. The stagnation point is given by the black dot.
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The calculations in Comsol show that the velocities in the thermogravimetric analysis are
low: the maximum velocity is 3.5 mm/s. The recommendation for future measurements is
therefore to use a higher volume flux (i.e. higher velocities) of (dry) air in the setup. The
water vapor which migrates from the paper into the surroundings has to pass the characteristic
length L′ (i.e. from the diffusion cup to the stagnation point in Fig. 3.15b), which is at most 3
mm. An estimation of the external mass transfer coefficient in the thermogravimetric analysis
is therefore

Kme =
Dw,air

L′
≈ 7× 10−3m/s.

The Diffusion Cup Measurements

The data points of the diffusion cup measurements are listed in Appendix C. The values for
a stack of 8 paper sheets are not considered, since small leaks caused an extra rate of weight
loss of the diffusion cup. The effect of leakage is most evident when the diffusion cup is filled
to capacity (which is the case for i = 8). If moisture does not pass all the paper sheets and
therewith the total resistance, an overestimation of the weight loss might be caused. The
diffusion process seems faster in that case. In short, the selection of points considered below
is free of leakage.

The usage of an aluminum cup could enable the wetting fluid to rise. The salt solution
then wets the aluminum surface, and is pulled upwards to form a meniscus. The formation
of such a meniscus is however not visible to the eye in this particular setup. Since the results
for several volumes of salt solution (i.e. water levels) do not differ, the effect of capillary rise
can be neglected.

The inverse of the rate of the weight loss |dmdt |
−1 versus the amount of paper sheets i is

plotted in Figure 3.16. The open circles denote the data points from the measurements with
plain paper (LFM090) and dry air (RH = 0%). The stars denote the results for blotting paper
(d = 30 µm). They serve as a quick validation of the results. The measurements in Appendix
C indicate the sensitivity of the whole procedure. Analysis of the slope and y-intercept (see
Eq. 3.30) for the plain paper gives an effective diffusivity of 3×10−6 m2/s and an external
mass transfer coefficient of 9 ×10−3 m/s.
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Figure 3.16: The inverse weight loss versus the amount of paper sheets. The open circles
represent the data points for the plain paper (LFM090). The black stars denote the results
for blotting paper (d = 30 µm). The data points for the plain paper results in an effective
diffusivity of 3×10−6 m2/s and an external mass transfer coefficient of 9 ×10−3 m/s by means
of analysis of slope and y-intercept (see Eq. 3.30).

3.2.5 Discussion

The effective diffusivity Deff (3× 10−6 m2/s) is in correspondence with literature values for
several kind of papers and pulp [24] [38] [41]. The external mass transfer coefficient Kme is
dependent on the (experimental) setup, so it cannot be verified with a reference value. The
obtained value of 9× 10−3 m/s however corresponds with the estimate of 7× 10−3 m/s. The
obtained results for the plain paper (LFM090) with dry air are thus satisfactory.

The need for more accuracy cannot be answered with this particular setup. The climate
(temperature and relative humidity) in the thermogravimetric analysis apparatus is well de-
fined and checked. The mass balance is accurate and so is the way of retrieving the rate of
the weight loss. To avoid moisture leakage the paper sheets were made equally sized with a
punch (diameter 6 mm). The sheets are punched by hand separately and have a diameter
which is equal to the diameter of the diffusion cup. The used setup has small dimensions,
which asks for careful handling.

The flow within the thermogravimetric analysis is investigated. The laminar flow is able
to maintain a constant relative humidity above the cup and the external mass transfer coeffi-
cient between paper and the environment is sufficient. In order to get rid of the intrusion of
salt solution in the paper it is recommended to use a different diffusion cup. The salt solution
wets the aluminum surface and capillary rise is possible. A teflon cup is an improvement,
since the adhesive attraction between water and teflon is low. The water is then no longer
pulled onto the walls.
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In first approximation the diffusivity of water in the pores can be estimated by the diffu-
sivity of water in air Dw,air. In porous media the combined effect of the porosity and the fibre
solid matrix has to be incorporated [22] [24] [48] [50]. The tortuosity τ is conceptualized as
the extra path length that has to be covered by the diffusing species in the porous medium,
in comparison with diffusion in air. The diffusivity of water in air Dw,air is therefore modified
to arrive at the effective diffusivity of water vapor Deff in plain paper:

η Deff =
Dw,air

τ
. (3.31)

Large values of the tortuosity usually imply the presence of small pores with large diffusion
resistances [22]. If the diffusivity of air Dw,air is equal to 2× 10−5 m2/s [52], then the tortu-
osity τ in the plain paper is approximately 10.

Appendix A resulted in a value for the global moisture diffusivity: D(M) ≈ 10−10. The
global moisture diffusivity can be related to the effective diffusivity in the following way:

Deff = D(M) (
Cf
Cp

)eq. (3.32)

(Cf

Cp
)eq is the ratio of the concentrations in equilibrium. It can be estimated by looking at

the situation for a moderate water activity: aw = 0.5. The equilibrium moisture content M
according to the GAB equation (see Fig. 3.8) is 6.5 %. The equilibrium concentration for
the fibres is then: Cf,eq = ρf

ρw

M
100 ρf ≈ 1.5 × 102 kg/m3. The equilibrium concentration for

the pores is given by Cp,eq = aw Cs ≈ 1 × 10−2 kg/m3; Cs is the saturated concentration of
water in the pores [37]. The ratio of the concentrations is then in the order of 104. With
the three orders of magnitude (i.e. respectively 10−6, 10−10, and 104) in place, Eq. 3.32 holds.

In the diffusion cup experiments we have assumed that the system is in equilibrium: source
terms (e.g. the internal mass transfer between pores and fibres) can be neglected. Diffusion
is taking place only in the pores and the (linear) differential equation is second order (see
Eq. 2.5). With the value for the effective diffusivity Deff (3×10−6 m2/s), it is possible to
calculate a time constant τ0 for the transport of moisture when nett moisture exchange with
the fibres is ignored. If the typical length scale is chosen to be the paper’s thickness for a
single sheet of paper (1.1×10−4 m), we obtain

τ0 =
L2

Deff
≈ 4 · 10−3 s.

Similarly, one can estimate the time in which the pores in a cylindrical roll of plain paper,
with a radius of 0.10 m, are equilibrated.

τ0 =
L2

Deff
≈ 3 · 103 s.

The pores are thus in equilibrium in the order of magnitude of one hour. The fibres however
are not in equilibrium this fast. The time delay might be in the order of weeks, months or
even years. This topic will be covered in Par. 4.4.
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3.3 Dynamic Response

3.3.1 Theory

The initial-boundary value problem concerning moisture exchange between paper and the
environment without convection is already introduced. The complete (mathematical) frame-
work is given in Chapter 2. In this paragraph we seek to find the internal mass transfer
coefficient Kmi between pores and fibres. We will therefore consider the limiting case in
which the moisture content in the pores and the diffusion time through the pores can be
neglected. The diffusion equation for water in the pores (Eq. 2.5) can then be ignored and
the resulting differential equation is the first order mass balance for the fibres (Eq. 2.3)

dCf
dt

= Kmi(Cf,eq − Cf ),

with Cf,eq given by the non-linear GAB isotherm (Eq. 3.26)

Cf,eq =
ρf M0Cg k aw

[1− k aw] [1− k aw + Cg k aw]
,

where aw is the water activity in the pores: aw = Cp

Cs
. Cp is the concentration of water vapor

in the pores and Cs is the saturated concentration of water in the pores.

It is then possible to express the moisture content M as a function of time t. By means
of the substitution of variables (i.e. C = Cf,eq −Cf , C0 = Cf,eq −Cf,0, and dC = −dCf ) the
following integral results:∫ Cf

Cf,0

dCf
(Cf,eq − Cf )

= −
∫ Cf,eq−C

Cf,eq−C0

dC

C
=

∫ t

0
Kmi dt

′.

Cf,0 is the initial concentration in the fibres at t = 0. By implementing the assumption that
η Cp � (1−η)Cf , the concentrations can be converted into the moisture content (by dividing
by the density of the fibres ρf ). The final, first order system after redoing the substitutions
is

M = m1 exp(−t/τ0), (3.33)

where Kmi = 1/τ0 and m1 = Cf,0

ρf
.

3.3.2 Material & Methods

The way to obtain the internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi between pores and fibres relies
on convection. The concept of the setup, which will be described in more detail later on,
is straightforward. By convection through the paper the diffusion can be neglected: the
external mass transfer coefficient Kme is high and the influence of the effective diffusivity
Deff is minimal. One ventilator therefore blows air with a certain relative humidity (RH) in
the direction of the paper. The second ventilator is placed in such a way that it removes the
moist air beneath the paper. The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: A sketch (side view) of the experimental setup for the dynamic response mea-
surement. The drawing is not made in scale. In the inset a photograph of the situation is
given (front view).

The plain paper (thickness 0.11 mm) is placed on top of a finely meshed metal grating
(square of 1000 mm2, thickness 1.1 mm). The moisture content of the plain paper is measured
by means of the near-infrared (NIR) probe. This indirect method is preferred to the gravi-
metric determination of the moisture content as the reading of the mass balance is perturbed
by the ventilation of the running climate chamber.

NIR Moisture Sensor

The near-infrared (NIR) sensor will be briefly described here. Reflection of near-infrared
(NIR) light has been widely used to measure moisture content [31] [44]. The absorption bands
in the NIR region (0.78 - 2.5 µm) correspond to fundamental vibrations and overtones of water
molecules. The wavelength at 1.94 µm is strongly absorbed by water. This also occurs for
the wavelengths of 0.97 µm, 1.20 µm, 1.44 µm, and 2.95 µm. The near-infrared sensor (Fibro
MCA 1410) exposes the paper samples to a narrow-band radiation of the 1.94 µm wavelength
in combination with two reference wavelengths (1.80 µm and 2.10 µm) insensitive to water
absorption. The amount of moisture is proportional to the difference in relative intensity of
the reflections at the 1.94 µm wavelength and the reference wavelengths. External factors like
the measurement distance and angle, surface roughness, color and composition of the sample,
and ambient light do not influence the end results. The experiments are always conducted in
exactly the same conditions (e.g. the measurement distance is always 20 mm).
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The NIR sensor is calibrated in equilibrium conditions with the help of gravimetric mea-
surements (Mettler Toledo AE163, accuracy 0.1 mg). A second order polynomial translates
the voltage of the sensor into an equilibrium moisture content; more details about the calibra-
tion can be found in the technical report of Schmitz [53]. Both methods agree with each other
for both drying and wetting, even when equilibrium is not reached. This is shown in Fig.
3.18. The NIR sensor displays a consistently lower value for the moisture content though. The
explanation might be that the gravimetric method is sensitive to effects that appear at the
edges of the sheet, e.g. moisture could be accumulating at the sides of the sheet. These effects
are absent when equilibrium is reached and the moisture content is homogeneous. The NIR
sensor on the contrary does not consider the average moisture content and is spot-specific.
The maximum deviation between the gravimetric and the NIR measurement in transient con-
ditions is 10%. It is therefore assumed that the NIR sensor gives a good measurement of the
(averaged) moisture content in paper, during transient and equilibrium conditions.

Figure 3.18: Comparison between the gravimetric and the near-infrared moisture content
measurement in mass percentage. The relative humidity is changed from 74% to 59% during
drying (red curves) and from 14% to 56% during wetting (blue curves). In this experiment
equilibrium is not reached.

Some worries concerning the NIR sensor remain unsolved. In gravimetrical measurements
it is clear that the moisture content is measured in both pores and fibres, while the sensor
might be measuring the moisture content of both pores and fibres9. It is also unknown at
which depth the moisture content is measured. The sensor might be measuring the mois-
ture content only at the surface of the paper, because of the (limited) penetration depth.
Furthermore, the effects of a strong gradient in moisture content in the paper on the sensor
response are not known and are still under investigation by Océ. In our experiments a strong
gradient in concentration is not likely to occur, since the paper sheets are equilibrated before

9it should be noted that the amount of moisture in the (solid) fibres is expected to be much higher than in
the pores (see Par 2.1.1)
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the experiment is started.

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.17. The measurement angle of the sensor beam
with respect to the paper plane is chosen to be 70◦. Direct reflection into the sensor is thereby
avoided. The diameter of the measured spot on the paper is 16 mm at the chosen measure-
ment distance of 20 mm. With fibre optic cables, there is no doubt that high-speed in-situ
moisture measurements are possible. The data acquisition procedure is described in detail by
Schmitz [53].

Two ventilators are used to keep the amount of water vapor in the pores constant. Ex-
periments (e.g. Fig. 3.20) have shown that the presence of ventilators is indeed useful,
especially when the climate chamber is switched off (which is sometimes necessary). The
upper ventilator is responsible for blowing air with a certain relative humidity (RH) in the
direction of the paper sheet, which is located on top of the metal mesh. The second ventilator
is placed in such a way that it removes the moist air beneath the mesh. The mesh has a
thickness of 1.1 mm (10 times the thickness of 1 paper sheet). The diameter of the holes is
0.95 mm and the holes are located in a w -pattern (x -distance between the holes is 1.0 mm
and the y-distance 0.68 mm).

The external mass transfer coefficient Kme in the setup has to be high in order to mini-
mize the diffusion resistance in the environment. Kme can be predicted on forehand. We
start with a calculation of the boundary layer. The expression for the boundary layer in the
Blasius solution is [54]:

δ = 3

√
Dw,air L′

U
,

with U the uniform velocity caused by the ventilators and L′ the characteristic length of
the plane sheet. The characteristic length is chosen to be half of the size of the paper sheet
(which has a length of 100 mm). The characteristic length L′ is thus 50 mm and the velocity
U is approx. 5 m/s. The boundary layer δ has therefore a size of 1.3 × 10−4 m, which is
comparable to the thickness of the paper sheet (1.1 × 10−4 m). Besides, the flow caused by
the upper ventilator is not across the sheet but perpendicular to the sheet (i.e. aimed at the
plane of the paper sheet). The diffusivity of water in air Dw,air is approx. 5 times larger than
the effective diffusivity. The boundary layer δ is therefore smaller.

Next to the low diffusion resistance in the environment, a (small) flow in the paper is present.
The flow is caused by the overpressure at the top of the paper. The paper is again the plain
paper, which properties are described in Appendix B. In order to validate whether the filling
material (chalk) has a significant influence on the moisture transport and the corresponding
temporal behavior, reference measurements are executed with blotting paper which is made
without filling material. The blotting paper is Whatman 541 cellulose filter, with comparable
thickness d = 155µm and grammage gr = 82 g/m2. All the papers are equilibrated (before
the measurements start) in exsiccators filled with respectively NaCl (RH = 75%) or LiCl
(RH = 11%)10. A RH-sensor (Vaisala HM70) checks whether the wanted relative humidity

10in practice, the relative humidity in the last exsiccator can be increased by opening the exsiccator for a
while, such that initial relative humidities are around 20%
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has been reached in the exsiccator. When the experiments are executed in drying mode, the
relative humidity is changed from RH = 75% to RH = 20%, 30% or 50% depending on the
measurement. In wetting mode it is changed from RH = 15% to RH = 30%. The relative
humidities of 20% and 30% are stable configurations in the climate chamber. It justifies the
choice of these particular values.

The curve fitting is executed in several ways in Matlab to obtain τ0 (Eq. 3.33). The non-linear
fitting routine NLINFIT is used as a first approximation. Next to that, the (single) exponen-
tial decay, that levels off at a certain moisture content, can be linearized in τ0 by applying a
logarithmic operation. The goodness of the fit is quantified by the root mean squared error
(RMSE) [1].

3.3.3 Results & Discussion

Single Exponential

A typical plot of the dynamic response measurements for drying (RH = 75% to RH = 20%)
is given in Fig. 3.19. As can be seen from Fig. 3.19 it is clear that an approach with a sin-
gle exponential is not feasible. The question remains why a first order system is not applicable.

The first explanation is that the penetration depth of the near-infrared sensor (see Par. 3.3.2)
is causing problems. The assumption is that the NIR sensor measures the average moisture
content of the total paper sheet during the drying experiment. It is however not necessarily
the case that the moisture is distributed uniformly over the thickness. If the sensor has a
limited penetration depth (e.g. 10% of the paper sheet thickness) it measures within t∗ the
equilibrium moisture content. For times t > t∗ the drying process continues for the rest of
the sheet. The equilibrium moisture content of the total sheet is then obtained at t′. This
leads to a drying process which might be described by a double exponential. Time constant
t∗ corresponds to the penetration depth of the sensor, whereas time constant t′ belongs to the
total paper thickness. The second order system is then an artefact of the sensor. Simulations
with the numerical model (Chapter 2) however falsify this hypothesis. This is explained in
further detail in Par. 4.3 where forced convection experiments are simulated.

Secondly, the unsuccessful single exponential fit might be caused by the fact that the in-
ternal mass transfer coefficient Kmi is a function of the moisture content. The linear driving
force description is then no longer valid (see Eq. 2.3). The GAB model (see Par. 3.1.5) makes
a distinction between the evaporation and adsorption energies related to the monolayer and
the layers closer to the solid-gas interface. The first part of the drying is a constant speed
process (the first part of the graph in Fig. 3.19 looks linear) and the layers closer to the
solid-gas interface are emptied. The second part of the drying process in Fig. 3.19 is an
exponential decay: the monolayer with higher evaporation energies is emptied.

Two different values for the internal mass transfer might therefore exist: one time con-
stant for the multilayer and one for the monolayer. This agrees well with Fig. 3.19: the first
time constant is valid for the moisture contents above the monolayer capacity and the other
one below the monolayer capacity. The monolayer capacity M0 has been determined to be
approx. 4.4. Fig. 3.20 falsifies the second explanation, since the twofold behavior is visible
far above the monolayer capacity M0.
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The third and last explanation why a first order system does not work, is that spontaneous
moisture re-distribution effects in the fibres take place. This is described by Case [18].

In short, Fig. 3.19 shows a twofold behavior. It is yet unclear whether this must be at-
tributed to the spontaneous re-distribution of moisture in the fibres [18] or to another process.
Nonetheless, the subsequent step is to model the drying experiment by means of a second
order system.

Double Exponential

The new model that should describe the drying process (in terms of the moisture content M)
is the following sum of two exponentials:

M = m2 +m3 exp(−
t

τ1
) +m4 exp(−

t

τ2
).

The double exponential is optimized by the NLINFIT fitting routine in Matlab in order to find
τ1 and τ2. It is clear that the double exponential fit outperforms the single exponential: see
Fig. 3.19. The double exponential is qualitatively better in the full data range of the drying
process. The root mean squared error (RMSE) for the double exponential is at least 2 times
smaller than the root mean squared error of the single exponential fit. In short, the second
order system is successful in fitting the drying process, whereas the first order system is not.

Figure 3.19: The results for a typical dynamic response measurement. The sample is equi-
librated at RH = 75% in an exsiccator. Subsequently, the paper sheet is rapidly transferred
into a climate chamber which is set at RH = 20%. The time constants for respectively single
and double exponential are: τ0 = 143 (s), τ1 = 25 (s) and τ2 = 564 (s). The RMSE is 4
times smaller for the double exponential, i.e. 3.4×10−2 versus 1.3×10−1.
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The fit results for the second order system are given in Table 3.2. The first column de-
scribes the procedure that is being used: drying, drying without ventilation (NV), or wetting.
The second column gives the kind of paper. In an attempt to see whether one of the time
constants was associated with the presence of filler material (chalk) next to the cellulose fibre
matrix, we carried out experiments with blotting paper (Whatman 541). The latter consists
of pure fibres only. The third and fourth column describe the initial and final relative humid-
ity respectively. Columns five and six denote the time constants τ1 and τ2 in seconds. The
last column describes the goodness of fit by means of the root mean squared error (RMSE).

Table 3.2: The results for the dynamic response time measurements. The first column de-
scribes the procedure that is followed, where NV stands for no ventilation. The second column
gives the kind of paper. The third and fourth column describe the initial and final relative hu-
midity respectively. Columns five and six denote the time constants τ1 and τ2 in seconds. The
last column describes the goodness of fit by means of the root mean squared error (RMSE).

procedure paper RHi(%) RHf (%) τ1 (s) τ2 (s) RMSE

drying plain 75 20 28 358 3.4×10−2

drying plain 75 20 25 564 3.3×10−2

drying plain 75 20 27 227 3.9×10−2

drying plain 75 20 38 360 3.4×10−2

drying plain 75 20 36 472 3.3×10−2

drying plain 75 30 44 412 1.1×10−2

drying plain 75 50 21 249 2.5×10−2

drying plain 75 50 41 224 2.8×10−2

drying plain 75 50 43 248 2.7×10−2

drying plain 69 52 25 628 3.4×10−2

drying (NV) plain 75 48 87 361 3.2×10−2

drying blotting 75 30 20 186 1.6×10−2

drying blotting 70 48 22 256 1.7×10−2

wetting plain 15 30 61 1377 6.3×10−3

wetting plain 15 30 91 921 7.6×10−3
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Figure 3.20 shows that ventilation in the setup is absolutely necessary, when the climate
chamber is switched off. τ1 is equal to 25 seconds in case the ventilators are switched on and
87 seconds in case the ventilators are off.

Figure 3.20: The comparison between results for the situation with respectively the ventilators
switched ON or OFF, which demonstrates the importance of the ventilators. The moisture
content is given in a mass percentage. The sample is equilibrated at RH = 75% in an
exsiccator and rapidly transferred to the climate chamber. The final relative humidity in
the climate chamber is respectively 52% or 48%. The time constants for a double exponential
are depicted in the graph. τ1 is equal to 25 seconds in case the ventilators are switched on
and 87 seconds in case the ventilators are off. The other time constants can be found in Table
3.2.

The time constants for drying processes in plain paper are given by (1 standard deviation)

τ1 = (30± 9) s.

τ2 = (400± 100) s.

Reference drying measurements with blotting paper return comparable results: τ1 and τ2 are
respectively 20 s and 200 s. Wetting experiments show different behavior with much larger
time constants: τ1 ≈ 80 s, and τ2 ≈ 1200 s.

The asymmetry between drying and wetting can be explained by the non-linear GAB isotherm
(see Fig. 3.8). At low water activities the concentration in the pores (Cp)eq rises slowly, since
the GAB isotherm is relatively flat. At high water activities the concentration in the pores
(Cp)eq decreases fast, since the GAB isotherm is relatively steep. The ratio (Cf

Cp
)eq is therefore

different for wetting and drying. In the case of drying the concentration in the pores (Cp)eq
decreases fast with decreasing moisture content M : a smaller time constant for drying is
caused by this.
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A time constant of approx. 4 × 10−3 s was derived for the diffusion of moisture through
the pores over the thickness of a single paper sheet without internal mass transfer (see Par.
3.2). The time constant for the transport of moisture from the pores to the fibres is much
larger, of the order of 30 s. The time constant for drying does not correspond with the time
constant for wetting which equals 80 s. The drying of the paper sheets is thus faster than the
wetting of the paper.

3.3.4 Conclusion & Recommendations

Taking both qualitative and quantitative arguments into consideration, the drying process of
the experiments cannot be described by a first order system. A double exponential descrip-
tion of the drying process however is feasible. The time constant for drying is approximated
by τ1, while the process belonging to τ2 is yet unclear. The second time constant τ2 is not
related to the filler material, since the double exponential description for blotting paper still
matches the experimental results of plain paper. The second time constant is also not related
to the limited penetration depth of the sensor (see Par. 4.3). It is however still recommended
to study the near-infrared sensor in further detail. The explanation for the double exponen-
tial could lie in a spontaneous re-distribution process that occurs after initial adsorption or
desorption [18]. In my opinion, this is something that has to be studied thoroughly.

The non-linearity and the hysteresis (see Par. 3.1.7) of the GAB model necessitate the
use of a numerical model. The mathematical framework is already given in Chapter 2. The
numerical model is subsequently tested in Chapter 4. Hysteresis is however not yet modeled.
This should be done in the future and the results of the new, numerical model can then be
compared with renewed experiments. These repeated experiments should be executed with a
suction box. This ensures convection through the paper and a negligible diffusion resistance
in the environment. Consequently, the complexity of the measurement system is reduced and
a homogeneous, lateral distribution of moisture is evident. The results can verify whether or
not a double exponential description is caused by the physical process of drying or by the
experimental setup.
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3.4 Mechanical aspects

In this chapter the in-plane dimensional stability of paper is investigated. The focus is on the
dimensional changes caused by hygroscopic changes, i.e. a different moisture content in the
paper results in smaller or larger paper dimensions. The strain and moisture content relation
in a paper sheet is complicated and will therefore be simplified. The strain is made up of
elastic strain, thermal strain, creep, and the already mentioned hygroscopic strain. These
components will be dealt with in order to arrive at the hygro-expansion coefficient β.

In the mathematical model of chapter 2 paper is assumed to be isotropic. This assump-
tion is no longer valid when considering the mechanical aspects. The fibres orient themselves
along the paper motion direction during the manufacturing process, i.e. the machine direction
(MD). The anisotropy of the paper evidently leads to different values for the hygro-expansion
coefficient β in both machine-direction (MD) and the cross-direction (CD), i.e. the lateral di-
rection perpendicular to the machine-direction. The hygro-expansion is thus only considered
in-plane, whereas out-of-plane hygro-expansion is not studied for the LFM090 plain paper.

3.4.1 Theory

The strain, defined as the ratio ∆L
L , of paper in an isothermal situation (i.e. εt = 0) is given

by [25] [42]
εtot = εe + εh + εc,

where εe is the elastic strain, εh the hygroscopic strain, εc the creep and εt the thermal strain.
The elastic strain is the ratio of the stress σ and the Young’s modulus E. The Young’s
modulus depends on both the moisture content M and the applied force F [32] [56]. The
hygroscopic strain is only a function of the moisture content M . Finally, creep is the tendency
of a solid material to slowly move or deform under the influence of stress. Creep plays an
important role in the higher moisture range [56] [60], but will be neglected in this study. The
total strain is therefore

εtot =
1

AE(M)
F + εh(M),

with A the cross section of the sample. In order to circumvent the problem of an elastic
strain that is dependent on the moisture content M too, an extrapolation to zero force is
used. This means that the total strain is set against the force which is applied onto the
sample. The hygroscopic strain εh is then given by the value for the total strain at zero force
(the y-intercept). The strategy is shown in Fig. 3.21.

The hygroscopic strain εh is subsequently plotted against the moisture content M . The
latter is determined by means of a conversion of the relative humidity via water activity to
the moisture content. Since the GAB isotherm (see section 3.1) is used, equilibrium between
the environment and the paper is necessary. The slope of the plot finally gives the hygro-
expansion coefficient (i.e. β = dεh

dM ), in either machine-direction (MD) or cross-direction (CD).

The measurements described until now are labor-intensive, as the number of measurements
needed is high. For every relative humidity RH and force F a successful determination of
the total strain εtot has to be conducted. When an extrapolation to zero force can be circum-
vented, this means a large reduction in research effort. Cyclic measurements, as described
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Figure 3.21: The strategy for obtaining εh. An extrapolation to zero force is used to circumvent
the moisture content dependency of the Young’s modulus E(M).

by Nanri [40], will therefore be executed too. The strategy is to cycle the relative humid-
ity in between two distinct values for the relative humidity, while equilibrium is maintained.
When the relative humidity is cycled, it may be necessary to take transient phenomena, such
as moisture accelerated creep [56], into account. Moisture accelerated creep occurs when
the load on the sample is held constant while the ambient relative humidity is varied [32].
Variations in RH magnify the creep εc compared to that measured at any constant ambient
condition. The transient effects like moisture accelerated creep are disregarded.

The slope of the (total) strain versus moisture content in the cyclic measurements will give the
hygro-expansion coefficient too. The moisture content dependency of the Young’s modulus is
thus neglected in this way. In this thesis both the extrapolation and the cyclic method will
be used to determine the hygro-expansion for the machine-direction, while only the cyclic
measurements are used for the cross-direction.

3.4.2 Material & Methods

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 3.22. The combination of climate chamber (Weiss
Enet EKE 10.90.160), tensile testing machine (Zwick Roell Z010), and accessories establish
the applied force F , the temperature T , and the relative humidity RH. The force is kept as
low as possible (respectively 10, 15, and 20 N) in order to avoid fracture of the paper and
increased creep by application of high stresses [56]. The tensile testing machine with 10 kN
power cell in use, does not allow for control of lower forces (accuracy within 1% below 20 N,
DIN EN ISO 7500-1 in tensile mode). In order to avoid thermal strains, the temperature is
kept constant at 293 K (i.e. εt = 0).

The setup consists of the following elements. Two clamps with a plain paper (LFM090)
test strip in between form the center of the setup. The paper has a length of 100 mm, a
width of 15 mm, and a thickness of 0.11 mm. The wedged clamps allow for good fixation
of the paper in all three dimensions: an oblique positioning of the paper is thus prevented.
The clamps are attached to cylindrical, metal rods. The upper one is mounted to the mov-
ing crosshead. The combined mass of both upper cylindrical rod and crosshead requires the
use of the available 10 kN power cell, whereas an accurate power cell of for example 500 N
would be preferable11. Two support piles with worm wheels in the tensile tester determine

11lateral shear stresses in combination with the large cylindrical rod demand the use of the 10 kN power cell
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Figure 3.22: Schematic overview of the experimental setup with tensile tester and climate
chamber. Distances are given in mm.

the expansion in the paper test strip. One column, i.e. the righter worm wheel, is driven
electronically with a resolution of 2.7 × 10−8 m. Although the system’s resolution in total
is less12, it is capable of measuring the (expected) variations in the order of at least several
tens of µm.

The output of the tensile testing system is the total strain εtot of the paper (in either MD or
CD). The experimental results rely on an accurate force controlled positioning. The setup for
measuring hygro-expansions can be simplified, as reported by Nanri [40]. Nanri shows that
the use of a climate chamber in combination with a pair of clamps and a small counterweight
(10 gram) works. The measurements are then however executed in a different régime: the
counterweight results in a force which is 100 times smaller (i.e. 0.1 N versus 10 N). Conse-
quently, the elastic strain in the setup by Nanri is 100 times smaller than the elastic strain in
our setup. An extrapolation to zero force, to circumvent the moisture content dependency of
the Young’s modulus and therewith the elastic strain, is no longer necessary in the method
described by Nanri [40]. Noncontact image correlation techniques [42] are used in combina-

12e.g. the (upper) crosshead could be slanting as the columns are driven separately
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tion with the simplified setup, but were not available at Océ Technologies.

The effect of the filler material (chalk) on the mechanical properties of paper has to be
separated from the effect caused by the fibre network. Measurements have to be executed to
(qualitatively) check whether the filler material has an influence on the total strain of a single
paper sheet. The total strain of blotting paper13 (Whatman 541) with a thickness of 155 µm
and a grammage gr of 82 g/m2 is therefore compared with the LFM090 plain paper which
has a comparable thickness and grammage (see Appendix B).

3.4.3 Results & Discussion

Non-linear hygro-expansion behavior of paper is caused by the residual stress applied to the
paper during the manufacturing process [42]. This residual stress is recovered only partially
when the paper is dried after production. It relaxes further after several months or years
depending on the temperature and humidity conditions to which the paper is subjected [60].
Non-linear hygro-expansion in the high moisture range is therefore most likely caused by the
viscoelastic deformation due to the residual stress. An example of the visco-elastic behavior
due to high relative humidities is clearly visible in Fig. 3.23. The measurements that are
conducted are therefore restricted to relative humidities below 70 %, which corresponds to a
moisture content of 9% in the LFM090 paper (see Par. 3.1). The minimum moisture content
for residual stress release is reported to be above 10% [42].

Figure 3.23: Relationship between the total strain and the relative humidity for plain paper in
machine-direction (MD). When the RH is changed from 70% to 80%, the residual stress is
released and visco-elastic behavior is obtained.

13which does not contain filler material
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The total strain of blotting paper and plain paper (in both CD and MD orientation) is
depicted in Fig. 3.2414. The profile in relative humidity (RH) which causes the strain in
the blotting paper is given in Fig. 3.25. The patterns in RH are not exactly the same for
every curve (in Fig. 3.24), since the reproducibility of the climate chamber is not sufficient.
The relative humidities are the same for every curve, but the times at which these relative
humidities are reached differs.

Figure 3.24: Total strain εtot (%) of blotting paper, plain paper in CD orientation, and plain
paper in MD orientation. The pattern in RH which causes the strain in the blotting paper is
given in Fig. 3.25.

The strain in cross-direction is larger than the strain in machine-direction, since the cel-
lulose fibres expand in width rather than in length. The total strain of the blotting paper
is comparable to the total strain in CD. The fibres are thus mainly responsible for the total
strain in the paper and the effect of the filler is negligible.

The extrapolation to zero force, as described in Material & Methods, is given in Figure 3.26
for four different relative humidities and plain paper in MD orientation. The total strain
εtot at zero force returns the hygroscopic strain εh, while the relative humidity RH can be
converted into a moisture content M by means of the GAB isotherm (see Par. 3.1.5). A
plot of the hygroscopic strain as a function of moisture content is given in Figure 3.27. The
resulting hygro-expansion coefficient in machine-direction (MD) is 0.029 (%/%) according to
the slope of the graph. This agrees with literature values [42] [56] [40].

14the orientation of the fibres in the blotting paper is unknown, but the results were comparable for several
randomly cut test strips
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Figure 3.25: The pattern in RH which causes the strain of the blotting paper in Fig. 3.24.

Figure 3.26: The total strain of plain paper in MD orientation as a function of the force,
for four different relative humidities. Linear fits are made for each relative humidity. The
resulting hygroscopic strains εh are reused in Fig. 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: The hygroscopic strain in MD orientation as a function of the moisture content.
The slope of the graph gives the value for β in machine direction.
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Figure 3.28: The total strain as a function of the moisture content for plain paper oriented
in machine-direction. The slope of the graph gives the value for β in machine direction,
while neglecting the moisture dependency of the Young’s modulus. The relative humidity of
the environment is switched between 30% and 60%. The reference and starting point is the
relative humidity of 45%. Moisture equilibrium is assumed, because one full cycle (i.e. two
flanks) takes 4 hours. The moisture contents are calculated by means of the GAB isotherm.

The results for the cyclic measurement of paper oriented in machine-direction are pre-
sented in Fig. 3.28. The total strain is plotted as a function of the moisture content (which
is calculated by means of the GAB isotherm). The relative humidity of the environment is
switched between 30% and 60%. The reference and starting point is the relative humidity
of 45%. Moisture equilibrium is assumed, because one full cycle in moisture content takes 4
hours. The situation for the plain paper in MD is reversible and linear after the first flank is
finished. This was already seen in Fig. 3.24 for the situation without moisture equilibrium
between the paper and its environment. The total strain only slightly changes after one cycle,
since the reference state cannot be reached anymore. The average slope of the graph gives the
value for β in machine direction: βMD = 0.030 (%/%). This agrees with the value obtained
by the extrapolation method and the values reported in the literature [42] [56] [40]. The fact
that we disregard the moisture accelerated creep (see Par. 3.4.1) does not lead to a failed
cyclic measurement in machine-direction.

The results for the cyclic measurement in CD are presented in Fig. 3.29. The total strain
is plotted as a function of the moisture content (which is calculated by means of the GAB
isotherm). The conditions are equal to the situation as presented for the machine-direction.
In contrast with the machine-direction, the situation for paper in CD orientation is not (yet)
linear and reversible. It is thus clear that a distinction must be made between drying and
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Figure 3.29: The total strain as a function of the moisture content for plain paper oriented in
cross-direction. The slope of the graph gives the value for β in cross direction. The relative
humidity of the environment is switched between 30% and 60%. The reference and starting
point is the relative humidity of 45%. Moisture equilibrium is assumed, because one full cycle
takes 4 hours. The moisture contents are calculated by means of the GAB isotherm.

wetting, for the presented flanks. The curves for wetting (flank 1, 3, 5, and 7) are steeper
than the curves corresponding to drying (flank 2, 4, and 6). This also corresponds to Fig.
3.24, where the situation without equilibrium between the paper and its environment was
considered.

The non-reversible situation (for the cross-direction) is not reported by Uesaka [60] and
Nanri [40]. Considering their results together with the saturation in total strain for the non-
equilibrium situation (in Fig. 3.24) it is possible that the situation will become reversible, if
more cycles are considered. The graph (Fig. 3.29) also suggests that the total strain will con-
verge to a certain value for each moisture content. In other words, the swelling of the paper
appears to be damped. It could also be argued that the non-reversible situation is caused by
moisture accelerated creep (see Par. 3.4.1) or that equilibrium from a mechanical point of
view is not reached. After a change in relative humidity, reaching mechanical equilibrium of
a sheet takes more time than achieving moisture equilibrium [32]. One full cycle in moisture
content of 4 hours is perhaps too short. The statements made as of yet can be verified with
a renewed, cyclic measurement.

To a good first approximation the hygro-expansion in cross-direction can be determined by
taking the average slope of the graph (without considering the first flank). It is βCD = 0.16
(%/%). This corresponds to values reported by Strömbro [56].
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3.4.4 Conclusion

The hygroscopic changes in machine-direction were determined in two ways. The values for
the hygro-expansion coefficient βMD are roughly the same and correspond with literature
values [42]. The situation in the cross-direction case is non-linear and irreversible. High
moisture contents are avoided in the cycling, so that creep cannot be the factor causing the
effect. The non-reversible situation might be attributed to moisture induced creep [32] [56] [57]
or the absence of mechanical equilibrium. To check whether the total strain in the cross-
direction converges, a new measurement could bring more insight. It is however better to use
the (time-consuming) extrapolation to zero force method in cross-direction.
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Chapter 4

Synthesis

4.1 Introduction

The experimentally determined parameters, like the effective diffusivity Deff and the internal
mass transfer coefficient between pores and fibres Kmi, are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Overview of the physical parameters for LFM090 plain paper. The diffusivity of
water vapor in air (293 K) is also given.

Parameter Symbol Value Dimensions
Porosity η 0.5 -

Sheet density ρpaper 8.2 × 102 kg/m3

Thickness of single paper sheet L 1.1 × 10−4 m
Internal mass transfer Kmi 3 × 10−2 1/s

Effective diffusivity of water vapor in paper Deff 3 × 10−6 m2/s
Diffusivity of water vapor in air [52] Dw,air 2.5 × 10−5 m2/s

The physical parameters of Table 4.1 can subsequently be put into the model (see chapter
2) in order to investigate several aspects of the transient moisture exchange between paper
and its environment. Firstly, the external mass transfer coefficient between the paper and the
environment Kme will be studied in Par. 4.2. Kme is related to the boundary conditions of
the (single) paper sheet and is expressed in m/s (see Par. 2.2). Experimentally determined
values of the transient moisture content1 will be simulated with the model in order to find the
external mass transfer coefficient. Kme is however only suitable for the specific (experimental)
setup.

Secondly, the moisture exchange in a single sheet is numerically evaluated in Par. 4.3. The
sensitivity of the model for the external mass transfer coefficient is investigated first. In the
second part a limiting case is modeled. The external mass transfer coefficient Kme between
paper and surroundings is assumed to be large. The bottleneck of the process is then the
internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi. This situation is comparable to the convection exper-
iments in Par. 3.3.

1measured by means of the NIR sensor
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Finally, the wetting and drying of a cylindrical paper roll is investigated in Par. 4.4. This
limiting case considers the external mass transfer coefficient Kme mainly, since the internal
mass transfer Kmi between pores and fibres is not important on a time scale of days.

4.2 External Mass Transfer Coefficient

The experimental situation which is modeled in the case of a single sheet is sketched in Fig.
4.1. A paper sheet (with thickness L) with concentrations Cp(t) in the pores and Cf (t) in
the fibres, exchanges moisture with the surroundings. The external mass transfer coefficient
Kme is assumed to be equal for both surfaces, i.e. Kme = Kme,0 = Kme,L. The environment
has a constant temperature T and varying relative humidity RH(t). The concentration of
water vapor in the environment is Cw,∞(t). The moisture content M of the paper sheet can
be experimentally determined, whereas concentrations in pores and/or fibres cannot. The
moisture content is numerically arrived at by integrating the fibre concentration over the
thickness. The total mass of water (in mass %) is thus approximated by the total mass of
water in the fibres, since the mass in the pores is very small (η Cp � (1−η)Cf ). The equation
for the moisture content (in mass %) is:

M =
1

Lρf

∫ L

0
Cf dz. (4.1)

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the situation. A paper sheet (with thickness L) with concentrations Cp(t)
in the pores and Cf (t) in the fibres, exchanges moisture with the surroundings. The environ-
ment has a constant temperature T and varying relative humidity RH. The concentration
of water vapor in the environment is Cw,∞(t). The moisture content of paper is measured
instead of the concentrations in pores and/or fibres.

When the concentration in the pores and in the fibres are in equilibrium with the water vapor
concentration in the environment, a humidity ramp or step response follows. The increase of
the relative humidity RH can be imposed in the climate chamber2. The moisture content of

2The climate chamber is inaccurate in the sense that step discontinuities in relative humidity usually lead
to overshoots. For example, when the relative humidity in the software is changed from 30 % into 60 % in a
step response fashion, the climate chamber can ramp the relative humidity over 90 %. The pragmatic way of
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the paper is continuously measured by the near-infrared (NIR) sensor. The experiment thus
gives the moisture content as a function of time. The uptake of moisture by paper can then
be simulated by the numerical model in order to estimate Kme. The orientation (i.e. vertical)
and size (i.e. a square of 100 × 100 mm) of the paper is fixed in the experiments, thus the
determined external mass transfer coefficient Kme is only valid for the specific setup.

The external mass transfer coefficient can be estimated by means of a calculation of the
boundary layer. In the Blasius solution the boundary layer is given by [54]

δ = 3

√
Dw,air L′

U
,

with L′ the characteristic length of the surface (i.e. the size of the paper sheet) and U the uni-
form velocity parallel to the sheet caused by the climate chamber. The characteristic length
L′ is approximately 0.1 m and the velocity U in the climate chamber 0.35 m/s. The velocity
is measured by means of a hotwire thermo-anemometer (Kimo VT100, accuracy approx. 0.01
m/s). The boundary layer of the paper sheet is thus approximately 7 mm.

The external mass transfer coefficient is then

Kme =
Dw,air

δ
≈ 3× 10−3m/s.

The corresponding Reynolds number of the flow over the paper sheet is

ReL′ =
U L′

ν
≈ 2× 103.

The boundary layer δ is thus laminar.

Four specific wetting experiments are simulated. The specific ramps and relative humidities
(both initial and final) for each experiment are given in Table 4.2. The numerical procedure to
extract the parameter in a least-squares sense is Matlab’s in-built lsqnonlin. The algorithm
behind this standard routine works, but local solutions might be obtained. The routine uses
the model (Par. 2.2) as input, together with four experimental wetting curves, the initializa-
tion for the external mass transfer coefficient Kme, and lower and upper bounds for Kme. The
output consists of the approximated value for the Kme parameter and the residuals. With the
latter (and the internally calculated Jacobian) one can calculate the 95% confidence intervals
of the optimized parameter.

The graph in Fig. 4.2 shows the experimental moisture contents for the four measurements,
compared with respectively the simulation and the (final) equilibrium moisture content as
given by the GAB equation (see Par. 3.1.5). Both the simulated and the experimental mois-
ture content converge to the (final) moisture content as given by the GAB equation. The
final approximated value for the external mass transfer coefficient Kme (with 95 % confidence
intervals) in the particular setup is (8± 1)× 10−3 m/s. This agrees within a factor 3 with the
estimated value for the external mass transfer coefficient.

solving this is to ramp the relative humidity by maximum 1 % per minute. A step response can only be used
when going to high relative humidities (i.e. 90 % and higher).
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Table 4.2: The specifications of the experimental curves. The fourth experiment uses a step
response.

Experiment Rh,i (%) Rh,f (%) Ramp increment
nr. 1 30% 60 % 2%/min
nr. 2 30% 60 % 5%/min
nr. 3 30% 70 % 5%/min
nr. 4 15% 90 % step

Figure 4.2: The results for the experimentally determined (red dots) and the simulated (blue
crosses) uptake of moisture by plain paper. The (final) equilibrium moisture content (dashed
line) is calculated by means of the GAB equation. The sample is oriented in vertical direction
and the paper has a size of 100 × 100 mm. The obtained value for the external mass transfer
coefficient Kme is only valid for this particular setup.

4.3 Moisture Exchange in a Single Sheet

The moisture exchange between a single paper sheet and its environment can be modeled
with the previously obtained physical parameters. The modeled situation is already sketched
in Fig. 4.1. The external mass transfer coefficient Kme differs for every setup and the use of
the previously obtained value of 8× 10−3 is limited. Firstly, Par. 4.3.1 studies the sensitivity
of the simulations with respect to Kme. Secondly, Par. 4.3.2 investigates the limit behavior.
Both the external mass transfer coefficient Kme and the internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi

will be high.
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4.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis Kme

The (numerical) experiment starts at a relative humidity of either 75% (drying) or 20% (wet-
ting). After a certain time, marked by the black line, the relative humidity ramps from the
initial value to the final value of respectively 20% (drying) or 75% (wetting) in exactly 60
seconds. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The same initial and final moisture contents are
obtained since the parameters of the GAB equation are the same. The characteristic time,
i.e. the time in which 90% of the difference between the initial and final level in moisture
content is covered, is 360 s in the wetting case of Kme = 8 × 10−3 (i.e. grey dotted line).
The characteristic time is 250 s in the drying case of Kme = 8 × 10−3 (i.e. red dotted line).
This discrepancy between the characteristic times results from the non-linearity in the GAB
isotherm (see Par. 3.1.5).

The results for the moisture content M as function of time are clearly dependent on the
specific value of the external mass transfer coefficient Kme. When the external mass transfer
coefficient is a factor 2 smaller, the process is slower. The fact that a higher Kme (10 times
larger) results in a faster process is also expected. The corresponding concentrations in the

Figure 4.3: The moisture content M that results from a ramp in relative humidity RH as
function of the time. The initial relative humidity is 75% and ramps in 60 seconds to the
final value of 20% in the case of drying. The initial relative humidity is 20% and ramps in
60 seconds to the final value of 75% in the case of wetting. The start of the ramp is indicated
by the vertical line. Three different values for Kme are used.

fibres as function of the position z for drying (with Kme = 8 × 10−3 m/s) are given in Fig.
4.4. Nearly flat concentration profiles through the thickness of the paper are obtained, which
is also reported by Marin Zapata [37].
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Figure 4.4: The concentration profiles for the fibre concentration as function of the position
for drying.

4.3.2 Simulation of the Forced Convection Experiment

The external mass transfer coefficient between the paper sheet and the environment is large
in this case: Kme = 8× 10−2 m/s. It is therefore closely related to the convection experiment
in Par. 3.3, where the diffusion resistance in the environment is also negligible. The internal
mass transfer coefficient between pores and fibres is also large: Kmi = 1/3 1/s. The question
arises whether a double exponential description, as given in Par. 3.3, is still valid. But first
the single exponential approach is retested.

Fig. 4.5 shows that a first order system matches the numerical drying process. It verifies
that it was a good approach in Par. 3.3 to start modeling with a single exponential. The
internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi that is found, equals 1/11 1/s. The corresponding time
constant is thus 11 seconds. The discrepancy between the time constant of 11 seconds and
the input of 3 seconds, can be explained. The external mass transfer coefficient Kme is not
sufficiently high. Besides, the diffusion time through the pores might not be negligible.

A double exponential fit does not add physics: the first time constant τ1 = 11 s, while
the second time constant is 4 orders of magnitude larger. The value of τ1 = 30 seconds of
Par. 3.3 is close to this numerical experiment for one sheet.
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Figure 4.5: The differential moisture content (i.e. M(t) −M∞) (–) as function of the time
for drying. Kme = 8×10−2 m/s and Kmi = 1/3 1/s. The single exponential (...) with τ = 11
s fits the simulation well.

Sensor with Limited Penetration Depth

In Par. 3.3.3 it was pointed out that the NIR probe could cause the double exponential in
the drying process of the paper sheet. The assumption in the measurements is that the near-
infrared sensor measures the average moisture content of the total paper sheet. It is however
not necessarily the case that the moisture is distributed uniformly over the thickness. If the
sensor has a limited penetration depth it measures within t∗ the equilibrium moisture con-
tent. For times t > t∗ the drying process continues for the rest of the sheet. The equilibrium
moisture content of the total sheet is then obtained at t′. This leads to a drying process which
could be described by a double exponential. Time constant t∗ corresponds to the penetration
depth of the sensor, whereas time constant t′ belongs to the total paper thickness. The second
order system is then an artefact of the sensor. It is verified whether this explanation is valid.

The external mass transfer is large in order to model the forced convection experiment:
Kme = 0.8 m/s. The effective diffusivity is 3 × 10−6 m2/s (see Table 4.1). The simulation
subsequently assumes that the sensor has a penetration depth3 of L, 0.1× L, and 0.01× L;
L is the paper sheet thickness. The internal mass transfer coefficient is varied as well: it is
respectively 1/3, 1/30, and 1/300 (1/s). Fig. 4.6 shows that the hypothesis of the limited
penetration depth is falsified. The moisture contents differ, but the differences are small
especially in the cases of an internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi of 1/30 and 1/300 (1/s).

3the manufacturer of the sensor (Fibro) specifies a penetration depth of approx. 2-3 ×L
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Figure 4.6: The simulation of the forced convection experiment, with respectively a penetration
depth of L, 0.1 × L, and 0.01 × L. The internal mass transfer coefficient is varied between
1/3, 1/30, and 1/300 (1/s). In the case of an internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi of 1/300
(1/s) the results for the different penetration depths are exactly the same.

4.4 Moisture Exchange in a Cylindrical Roll

The moisture exchange in a single sheet is of interest. Océ Technologies is also interested in
the moisture exchange of a cylindrical paper roll in a printer environment. The exchange of
moisture between a cylindrical roll of paper and its environment is therefore investigated, for
both wetting and drying conditions. The situation is simplified using symmetry considera-
tions. The modeled situation is sketched in Fig. 4.7.

The external mass transfer coefficient is given by

� Kme (z = L) = 8× 10−3 m/s;

� Kme (z = 0) = 0 m/s (isolated boundary).

A distinct external mass transfer for each single sheet in the stack is not necessary. Both
Marin Zapata [37] and Bandyopadhyay [6] have reported that the presence of air gaps does
not influence the moisture transport. The effect of the internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi

in this limiting case is also negligible. The experiment is executed for both wetting and drying
conditions. The wetting front in the case of wetting conditions is depicted in Fig. 4.8a. The
(numerical) experiment starts at a relative humidity of 20% and ramps to 75% immediately.
In other words, the cylindrical roll of paper is put in different, wetter conditions at t = 0.
The concentration of the fibres rises fast for positions in the vicinity of z = 0.11 m. The
paper sheets in the middle of the roll however stay dry, as indicated by the low water vapor
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Figure 4.7: Sketch of the situation. The cylindrical roll can be identified with a stack of 1000
paper sheets (with total thickness L′ = 0.11 m). Two different boundary conditions exist.
The environment above the stack has a constant temperature T and varying relative humidity
RH(t). The concentration in the environment is Cw,∞(t). The external mass transfer coeffi-
cient on top of the stack is Kme = 8× 10−3 m/s. The sheets are located on top of an isolated
boundary with Kme = 0. The sheets connect ideally: the effect of air gaps is negligible [6] [37].

concentrations for positions z < 0.055 m.

The drying front in the case of drying conditions is depicted in Fig. 4.8b. The experi-
ment starts at a relative humidity of 75% and decreases to 20% immediately. The cylindrical
roll of paper is thus put in different, dryer conditions at t = 0. The concentration of the
fibres decreases fast for positions in the vicinity of z = 0.11. The paper sheets in the mid-
dle of the roll stay wet, as indicated by the high water vapor concentrations just above z = 0.

In order to visualize the discrepancy between wetting and drying both concentration pro-
files are depicted for t = 14 days in Fig. 4.9. The concentration in the fibres is expressed as
the (absolute) difference between the concentration at a certain position z for time t = 14
days and the saturation value for the fibre concentration at t→∞.
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Figure 4.8: The concentration in the fibres of the cylindrical roll as function of the time for
wetting (a) and drying (b). Both wetting and drying front move slowly. The concentration
in the fibres at low values of z has not been changed, indicating that the middle of the roll of
paper is still dry or still wet after 2 weeks of respectively wetting and drying.

The moisture content of the total cylindrical roll can be calculated as function of time.
The result for the wetting experiment is given in Fig. 4.10, where the differential moisture
content (i.e. M∞ −M(t)) is given as function of time in years (line). The equilibration of a
(macroscopic) cylindrical roll takes years.

When looking at this graph, it is interesting to investigate whether the wetting of the cylin-
drical roll is comparable to charging a capacitor in a RC-circuit (dotted line). In this simple
model, R

Deff A
would be identified as the resistance and (Cf

Cp
)eq RA as the capacitor. Here,

R is the radius of the cylinder (m), A the surface of the cylinder which can be omitted in
one-dimension (m2), and (Cf

Cp
)eq the dimensionless equilibrium concentration. The ratio of

the concentrations is in the order of 104 (see Par. 3.2.5). The order of magnitude of the
resulting time constant is then given by τ = RC ≈ 4× 107 s.

The fit (dotted line) in Fig. 4.10 gives a value of τ ≈ 2 × 107 s. The proposed, first-order
RC-circuit is thus able to approximately describe the moisture ingress in a cylindrical roll.
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Figure 4.9: The concentration profiles for wetting and drying, expressed in the (absolute)
difference between the concentration at a certain position z for time t = 14 days and the
saturation value for the fibre concentration at t→∞.

Figure 4.10: The differential moisture content (i.e. M∞ − M(t)) as function of time (in
years) for the wetting experiment.
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4.5 Discussion

The results obtained in Par. 4.2 show that the numerical determination of the external mass
transfer coefficient Kme for a specific setup is possible. It would be interesting therefore to
follow the same procedure in the case of a paper roll in a print environment. The model is
then able to determine the value for the external mass transfer coefficient Kme for wetting
and drying in real-life print situations.

The results obtained for the single sheet confirm that paper behaves differently in wetting
and in drying conditions. The non-linearity of the GAB isotherm implies that two different
characteristic times must be acquired. The drying process is faster compared with wetting,
which was already observed in the experiments of Par. 3.3. It is also shown that the nu-
merical model is sensitive to the external mass transfer coefficient Kme. The case (see Par.
4.3) which modeled the forced convection experiment of Par. 3.3 for a single sheet indicates
that the forced conduction measurements should be repeated, preferably with a suction box.
Then it will become absolutely certain whether or not a second order exponential is caused
by the experimental setup.

The numerical experiment for a (simplified) cylindrical roll subjected to a transient rela-
tive humidity, shows that it is possible to calculate the moisture content distribution in the
roll. In Par. 3.2 it was noted that the pores are in equilibrium with the environment fast:
the time constant is in the order of an hour. It takes more time to reach the equilibrium
situation in the fibre network. By taking a particular external mass transfer coefficient (i.e.
Kme = 8× 10−3 m/s), it was shown that in a wetting experiment it takes weeks for moisture
to arrive at the middle of the cylinder. The fibres at z = 0 might be completely dry, even
when the roll is subjected to a high relative humidity for 2 weeks. Thus, the moisture content
in the cylindrical roll of plain paper alters slowly. This agrees with the (numerical) wetting
experiment which calculated the moisture content of a macroscopic cylindrical roll (diameter
0.1 m). The characteristic time for wetting is in the order of years (i.e. τ ≈ 2× 107 s).
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Chapter 5

Conclusion & Recommendations

The transient moisture exchange under isothermal conditions between the porous medium
paper and water vapor is investigated in this thesis. Firstly, the relation between the paper’s
equilibrium moisture content and the water activity was studied. The theoretical fundamen-
tals of the Guggenheim-Anderson-deBoer (GAB) isotherm are discussed on the basis of a
kinetic and a thermodynamical derivation (Paragraph 3.1.4 and 3.1.5). The experimental de-
termination of the moisture content in paper is the gravimetrical method (Paragraph 3.1.6),
which is conceptually simple and cheap. In future measurements it is however worthwhile to
check the gravimetrical data by means of the Karl Fisher method [11].

The sorption data (Paragraph 3.1.7) show that the distinction between chemical adsorp-
tion (Langmuir-like behavior) and physical adsorption is evident in practice. A further dis-
tinction between monolayer, multilayer and bulk liquid allows the GAB isotherm to correctly
predict the adsorption of water molecules onto the cellulose fibres of paper (Paragraph 3.1.7).
For example, the temperature dependency is described by the GAB model.

The effective diffusion coefficient that models the diffusion through the pores of the porous
medium, has been determined (Paragraph 3.2). The diffusion cup measurements have proven
to be accurate. They show that the effective diffusivity of plain paper (3 × 10−6 m2/s) is
approximately one order of magnitude lower than the diffusivity in air which equals 2× 10−5

m2/s [52] (Paragraph 3.2.4). The comparison of the effective diffusivity of plain paper with
the values for blotting paper and literature values shows a good agreement [38] [41]. The
obtained value for the effective diffusivity indicates that the diffusion in the pores is fast,
when internal mass exchange between pores and fibres is neglected. In the case of a single
sheet (thickness 0.1 mm) the characteristic diffusion time is in the order of milliseconds. For
a cylindrical roll of paper (diameter 0.1 m) it would be approximately one hour in absence of
mass exchange with the fibres.

The diffusion cup measurements (Paragraph 3.2.3) have been executed with a laminar
flow and the experimental difficulties included the leakage of moisture and the saturated salt
solution that intruded the sample. The limitations of the executed diffusion cup measure-
ments can be avoided in future measurements of other papers. The use of a non-wetting
diffusion cup (e.g. teflon) instead of a wetting (aluminum) cup is recommended. When the
effective diffusivity is known for different non-coated papers, probably a parametrization with
the porosity amongst other variables can be made.
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The model (Chapter 2) is based on a non-linear sorption isotherm (Paragraph 3.1.5). In
order to find the internal mass exchange between pores and fibres (i.e. Kmi) a pragmatic
attempt has been followed (Paragraph 3.3). The influence of the diffusion resistance in the
environment can be neglected when a single paper sheet is placed in a climate chamber under
forced convection. The external mass transfer then no longer matters, so that we mainly
measure the mass transfer between pores and fibres. The experiment showed that a linear,
first-order system is not able to model the (experimental) drying of paper, if the water vapor
concentration in the pores is assumed constant (Paragraph 3.3.2).

A linear, second-order system allows for good curve fitting of the experimental drying
curve for plain paper. It is therewith possible to determine two distinct time constants. τ1

(30 seconds) is the characteristic time for the mass exchange between pores and fibres, while
τ2 is larger (400 seconds) (Paragraph 3.3.2). The latter could be related to a spontaneous
re-distribution process of moisture [18]. The time constants are also determined for a wetting
process. The corresponding time constants are different for wetting and drying, so it must be
concluded that the sorption process is non-linear. The pragmatic description by means of a
linear, second order system is therefore in principle of limited value.

Another problem is that the two time constants found in this forced convection are de-
termined from measurements using the infrared probe. While in equilibrium experiments the
readings of the infrared sensor can easily be compared with the gravimetric method, in the
transient case this is not possible. Therefore an uncertainty concerning the penetration depth
of the infrared sensor is present. Simulations show however that the probing depth is not
causing two time constants (Paragraph 4.3).

The experimental setup for the dynamic measurements can be improved when using a
suction box. By suction of air through the paper sheet both the diffusion in the environment
and in the pores are further reduced. In this way we focus entirely on the mass transfer
between pores and fibres.

The experimentally determined GAB isotherm, the effective diffusivity (Deff ), and the in-
ternal mass transfer coefficient (Kmi) can be used by the mathematical model (Chapter 2)
to estimate the external mass transfer coefficient between paper and its surroundings (Kme).
The external mass transfer coefficient differs for every specific setup. The model also brings
more insight in the drying and wetting process of a single sheet (thickness 0.1 mm) (Para-
graph 4.3). It has been concluded that the model and thus the transient moisture exchange
is sensitive to the external mass transfer. By mimicking the forced convection experiments
of Par. 3.3 it has been observed that the description of the drying process of a single paper
sheet based on the model of Marin Zapata [37] can be approximated by means of a first order
linear process. (Par. 4.3). Finally, the model is able to study the drying and wetting of a
cylindrical roll of paper (diameter 0.1 m) (Par. 4.4).

Hysteresis in the sorption of water vapor onto the cellulose fibres has been indicated (Para-
graph 3.1.7). The path dependency is not incorporated in the Guggenheim-Anderson-deBoer
(GAB) isotherm nor in the mathematical model (Chapter 2). Application of the model in
print conditions implies that hysteresis has to be studied further. Independent domain models
by e.g. Mualem [39] are probably the first step in analytically describing the hysteresis in the
sorption of water vapor.
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The mechanical behavior of paper under load is investigated. By neglecting the creep and
moisture accelerated creep phenomenona (Paragraph 3.4.1), it is possible to model hygro-
expansion in both machine-direction (MD) and cross-direction (CD). The machine-direction
is the direction in which the fibres orient during the manufacturing process; the cross-direction
is the lateral direction perpendicular to the machine-direction. The approach with an extrap-
olation to zero force is proven to be successful for the machine-direction (MD). The value
for the (dimensionless) hygro-expansion coefficient βMD = 0.03 agrees with values reported
in literature [42] [56] [40]. The cyclic measurements (Paragraph 3.4.3) use a varying pattern
in relative humidity (RH) to measure the hygro-expansion coefficient. The varying relative
humidity makes the measurement vulnerable for moisture accelerated creep. In the case of the
cross-direction this was visible: the total strain is non-linear and irreversible. The (averaged)
value of βCD = 0.16 seems, however, correct [56].

A complete understanding of the behavior of swelling paper under load is however not
possible without considering the effect and the fundamentals of moisture induced creep. It
is also necessary to study how long it takes to reach mechanical equilibrium in the setup.
Moisture equilibrium is achieved relatively fast compared to mechanical equilibrium [32].

In conclusion, the transport of water vapor in paper has been broken down into elementary
processes. For each of these processes a model is proposed and a measurement procedure has
been designed to determine the key parameters of these models. The resulting models have
been incorporated in an isothermal version of the continuum model of Marin Zapata [37],
allowing a prediction of the moisture transport.

The model does predict the observed very long time needed for moisture equilibrium in
a 0.1 m thick paper roll. The model does not describe the observed dynamic response of a
single 0.1 mm thick paper sheet under forced convection. Possible causes for this discrepancy
have been identified. Complementary experiments have been proposed.

Measurements of the impact of moisture on the mechanical properties of paper confirm
the significant effect of expansion of paper due to moisture. Preliminary results indicate
a complex mechanical behavior, in which creep is an essential element calling for further
research.

The project has been a first step towards a systematic experimental description of paper
response to moisture under conditions relevant of printing.
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Nomenclature

A (m2) number of molecules to form a monolayer
Apf (m−1) surface area of pore-fibre interface per unit volume
ai (-) activity of species i
aw (-) water activity
a0
w (-) water activity of adsorbate B in standard condition
B (-) adsorbate molecule
Cb (-) BET parameter
Cb,0 (-) BET parameter
Cg (-) GAB parameter
Cg,0 (-) GAB parameter
Cf (kg m−3) concentration in the fibres
Cf,eq (kg m−3) concentration in the fibres in equilibrium
Cp (kg m−3) concentration in the pores
Cs (kg m−3) saturated concentration in the fibres
Cw,∞ (kg m−3) water vapor concentration in the environment
Cinitw,∞ (kg m−3) water vapor concentration in the environment at t=0
Ci (mol m−3) concentration inside diffusion cup
Ce (mol m−3) concentration in ambient environment
Deff (m2 s−1) effective diffusivity
D(M) (m2 s−1) global moisture diffusivity
Dw,air (m2 s−1) diffusivity of water in air
dm/dt (mol s−1) rate of the weight loss of the diffusion cup
E (Pa) Young’s modulus
Ei (kJ) heat of adsorption of layer i
EL (kJ) heat of vaporization
F (N) force
f (-) fraction of occupied sorption sites
fmax (-) maximum fraction of occupied sorption sites
g (m s−2) gravitational constant
gr (g m−2) grammage
h (m) length of air layer in diffusion cup
i (-) summing parameter
J (mol m−2 s−1)) moisture flux
K (m s−1) internal mass transfer coefficient
Kme (m s−1) external mass transfer coefficient
Kmi (s−1) internal mass transfer coefficient
k (-) GAB parameter
k0 (-) GAB parameter
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L (m) thickness of the paper sheet(s)
M (%) moisture content (mass)
M0 (%) monolayer moisture content (mass)
M1 (%) monolayer coverage (mass)
M2 (%) complementary coverage (mass)
m (kg) mass of the diffusion cup
mmol (kg mol−1) molecular mass of water
mdry (kg) dry weight
mwet (kg) wet weight
N (-) summing parameter
nads (-) amount of adsorbed molecules
ny (-) total number of sorption sites
ny0 (-) total number of sorption sites
nyiB (-) total number of sorption sites occupied by particles yiB
nB,ads (-) total number of adsorbed molecules
p (-) relative pressure
pi (Pa) pressure
p0
i (Pa) reference pressure
pv (Pa) water vapor pressure
pc (Pa) critical water vapor pressure
ps (Pa) saturation water vapor pressure
q̇ads (-) rate of adsorption
q̇des (-) rate of desorption
R (J mol−1 K−1) universal gas constant
RH (-) relative humidity
R2 (-) coefficient of determination
Rtot (sm−1) total resistance
R1 (sm−1) resistance in air layer
R2 (sm−1) resistance in paper
R3 (sm−1) resistance between paper and surroundings
Rac (-) critical Rayleigh number
r (m) pore radius
si (-) surface area covered by i molecules
T (K) absolute temperature
Tc (K) critical absolute temperature
t (s) time
V (-) volume
V0 (-) averaging volume
X (-) constant in Langmuir isotherm
x (m) spatial coordinate
y0 (-) number of empty sorption sites
yiB (-) aggregate of i sorbate molecules yiB
βCD (%/%) hygro-expansion coefficient in cross-direction
βMD (%/%) hygro-expansion coefficient in machine-direction
∆EC,b (J mol−1) difference in energy between monolayer and (bulk) liquid (BET)
∆EC,g (J mol−1) difference in energy between monolayer and multilayer (GAB)
∆Ek (J mol−1) difference in energy between multilayer and (bulk) liquid (GAB)
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αi (-) rate constant in derivation of isotherms
βi (-) rate constant in derivation of isotherms
γ (N m−1) surface tension
δ (m) boundary layer
εe (-) elastic strain
εh (-) hygroscopic strain
εc (-) creep
εtot (-) total strain
µ̂yiB (J) chemical potential of yiB
µ̂y0 (J) chemical potential of y0

µ0
y0 (J) chemical potential of y0 in standard condition
µ̂B (J) chemical potential of B
µ0
B (J) chemical potential of B in standard condition
µ∗B (J) chemical potential of B in state *
η (-) porosity
θ (-) coverage
θ0 (-) fractional coverage of unoccupied sorption sites
θi (-) fractional coverage of particles yiB
ρf (kg m−3) density of fibres
ρpaper (kg m−3) density of the paper sheet
ρw (kg m−3) density of water
σ (Pa) stress
τ (-) tortuosity
τi (s) time constant
φ (-) fraction of molecules in contact with the substrate
ψ (-) contact angle
ψa (-) advancing contact angle
ψr (-) receding contact angle
ς (K−1) thermal expansion coefficient
$ (-) ratio of βi and αi (with i unequal to 1); affinity of the gas for the solid
χ (-) random function of position
ν (Pa s) kinematic viscosity
ζ (m2 s−1) thermal diffusivity

Abbreviations

BET Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (equation for gas adsorption)
CD cross direction
GAB Guggenheim, Anderson, and de Boer (equation for gas adsorption)
MD machine direction
NIR near infrared
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
REV representative elementary volume
RMSE root mean squared error
TGA thermogravimetric analysis
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Appendix A

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

In Par. 3.2 a value for the effective diffusivity Deff of water vapor in paper has been found.
The effective diffusivity describes the diffusion of water vapor only through the pores. The
model in Chapter 2 is able to predict the diffusion of water vapor in paper with this pa-
rameter. The model that is used in this Appendix does not correspond to the model that is
presented in Chapter 2. In both models convection and (internal) production of water vapor
are neglected and an isothermal situation is assumed. The model in this Appendix however
postulates that all the characteristics of the transport process are incorporated in the global
moisture diffusivity D. For example, the internal mass transfer coefficient Kmi (see Eq. 2.1)
between pores and fibres is implicitly taken along. Furthermore, the model does not discrim-
inate between diffusion of liquid water and vapor diffusion.

The approach followed in this Appendix to describe the transport is proven to be successful
for porous media like fired-clay brick, mortar, sand-lime brick, and gypsum [47]. Others have
used NMR successfully for cardboard media [30] [35] [63]. By measuring (transient) moisture
profiles during drying with NMR the global moisture diffusivity D can be determined directly.

A.1 Theory

The one-dimensional diffusion equation in isothermal conditions is given by

∂M

∂t
=

∂

∂x
(D(M)

∂M

∂x
), (A.1)

with M the moisture content (mass %) in the paper. D(M) is the moisture diffusivity (liquid
water plus water vapor) which is a function of the moisture content. The moisture content
of water varies in paper in transient situations. Be aware that the split-up between diffusion
in the pores and diffusion in the fibres has disappeared. The moisture diffusion D(M) takes
into account the (total) diffusion in the paper, whereas the effective diffusivity Deff (see
Eq. 2.1 and Par. 3.2) described the diffusion in only the pores. Convection and (internal)
production/consumption of water vapor are neglected in Eq. A.1.

There exist analytical solutions for the partial differential equation: e.g. Pel [48] proposes
an analytic solution for the one-dimensional drying process of porous media like bricks and
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gypsum. The focus in this thesis is however on a numerical solution [47] of the problem. The
integration of Eq. A.1 from position x to the boundary at position L leads to∫ L

x′

∂M

∂t
dx =

∫ L

x′

∂

∂x
(D(M)

∂M

∂x
)dx = D(M)

∂M

∂x
|x′ −D(M)

∂M

∂x
|L.

The last term can be omitted: the boundary condition demands that the derivative of M
with respect to position is zero at x = L, i.e. the moisture profiles are flat. Rewriting the
equation and reversing the order of integration results in

D(M) =

∫ x′
L (∂M∂t )dx

(∂M∂x )x′
. (A.2)

The corresponding boundary conditions are

∂M

∂x
(x = L) = 0;

M(x = 0) = 0.

A.2 Material & Methods

The heuristic way of retrieving the moisture diffusivity D(M) from drying experiments is
given in [47]. The procedure with respect to the specific drying experiments with paper is
accounted for in this paragraph. The first step in the process is to translate the intensity
of the nuclear magnetic resonance into a moisture content. The resulting plot of moisture
content versus position is smoothed by means of a least-squares cubic spline. After the spline
interpolation one can calculate the time and space derivatives, and the integral (Eq. A.2).
Finally, the diffusivity can be plotted as function of the moisture content. A way to check the
numerical program is outlined in Par. A.2.1, although the test program is not yet finished.

Experimental setup

The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) instrument that is being used during the experiments
is a 4.7 Tesla unit with a resolution of 8.9 µm, described in more detail by Donkers [23]. The
plain paper is Océ Top Colour Oxford Paper (350 g/m2, 340 µm thick). It is primarily chosen
because of its thickness. A microscopic image, made with a Zeiss Stemi SV 11, reveals an
unwanted property of the paper. There is an ”air” layer in the middle of the paper, which is
caused by the two-sidedness of the paper (see Figure A.1). A comparison with other papers
made it clear that ”air” layers are formed in those papers as well (but not in the LFM090
plain paper). The two-sidedness of the paper is therefore most likely caused by the production
process of paper. After the process of wetting and complete drying the layer is however filled
by fibres and filler, as evidenced by Fig. A.2.
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The measurements start with wetting the paper sample. The paper is soaked in pure
(ion-free) water for 15 minutes. The paper is subsequently brought into the sample holder
after weighting (see Figure A.3). The circular sample with a diameter of 20 mm is put into the
sample holder on a teflon plateau, which is screwed on top of the teflon bottom. The first issue
is to keep the paper flat during the measurements. A way to do this is to insert glass marbles
(with a diameter of 4 mm and a mass of approx. 85 mg each) on top of the paper (dry mass
of approx. 100 mg) in the sample holder. Cockling and buckling are therewith diminished.
A view from above is depicted in Fig. A.3. The relative humidity and temperature of the
laboratory are not controlled. But a thermocouple can be put in between the glass marbles
to check whether isothermal conditions apply.

Isothermal assumption

The assumption of isothermal conditions is checked. A thermocouple (Eurotron Microcal
1) is inserted in the sample holder. The temperature is approximately constant throughout
the measurement: T = 294 K. The energy that is dissipated by the NMR apparatus can be
estimated by means of a simple calculation. The transmitter in the NMR has a power of 220
W. The Hahn sequence dissipates 75 µs (90◦ pulse) plus 160 µs (180◦ pulse) every 3 seconds.
This means a power of 0.02 W in total. This is negligible with respect to the CPMG pulses.
With 400 echoes of 160 µs each, we have a dissipation time of 64 ms every 3 seconds. This
leads to a dissipation of 4.7 W. Since 10 averages are taken, this results in a total dissipation
in the sample holder of 4.7×10

50 = 0.9W. This energy is spread over the sample holder, which
has a volume of 3×4×3 cm3. In short, isothermal conditions apply.

Figure A.1: A microscopic image (magnification 5.0 x) reveals that there is an ”air” layer in
the paper.
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Figure A.2: A microscopic image (magnification 6.6 x) reveals that after a cycle of wetting
and complete drying (94 hours) the boundary layer has disappeared.

Figure A.3: a) The sample holder with (from top to bottom): a teflon seal with two teflon
screws (not drawn), glass marbles (total mass 8.5 g), the paper sample (dry mass 0.11 g), a
teflon plateau, and a teflon bottom attached to the plateau with teflon screws. A thermocouple
can be put in between the glass marbles to check whether the situation is isothermal. The
sketch is not made on scale. b) Photograph (view from above).
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Calibration

The output of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements is an intensity. By
means of weighting the paper before and after the measurements, it is possible to determine
the moisture content M gravimetrically (i.e. the dry and wet mass mdry and mwet of Eq. 3.28
are known). It is verified that the amount of moisture content is decreasing constantly such
that the (integral of the) intensity can be converted into moisture content at the starting
point of the vapor transport (see Fig. A.4). Averaging over seven measurements leads to
an initial moisture content of 200% at t = 0 and a moisture content of approx. 70% at the
start of the vapor transport (t = 18 hours). The moisture content subsequently decreases
approximately linearly to zero, since the paper is completely dry after the measurements (t
= 30 hours).

Figure A.4: The integral of the intensity (arbitrary units) decreases constantly (in first ap-
proximation) until vapor transport arises at t = 18 hours. The first time period (0 - 18 hrs)
is dominated by liquid transport. A receding drying front is present for the second time period
(18 - 27 hrs). Vapor transport is active then. This will be clarified with Fig. A.6.

The model (Eq. A.1) does not discriminate between liquid diffusion and diffusion of wa-
ter vapor in paper. The first part of the measurement is dominated by liquid transport. The
final part of the experiments (between approximately 18 - 27 hours) however falls in the re-
gion, where vapor diffusion is active. The high moisture content means that enhanced vapor
diffusion in the measurements cannot be excluded [43] [47] [62].

Interpolation & Differentiation

The moisture content data for the different positions has to interpolated. One way of doing
this is by means of a cubic spline interpolation. Since the moisture content data is noisy,
a least squares cubic spline interpolant is chosen. The routine spap2 in Matlab is therefore
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used, with the order 4 (cubic) and the knot distribution chosen by the function newknt. The
latter is a compromis between the fitting error (R2) and the smoothness of the final data
curve. An example of the resulting moisture profiles is given in Fig. A.5.

Figure A.5: The moisture profiles measured during drying for plain paper. The dots are the
data points and the lines are the corresponding least squares cubic splines (calculated by means
of the spap2 routine). The time between subsequent profiles is approximately 0.5 hour. The
profiles are given for a period of 15 hours.

The numerical differentiation of data series is not a trivial problem, especially with noisy
data1. Lagrange interpolating polynomials for example have some unpleasant properties, e.g.
in terms of continuity of the derivatives [3]. The advantage of using an interpolating cubic
spline (in the previous step) is that the derivative of the spline is easily calculated. The
numerical differentiation of the splines is done with central differences (trapezoidal Euler)
mainly. However, forward differences (forward Euler) and backward differences (backward
Euler) will be used for respectively the first and the last point, in either space or time.

Boundary conditions

In the numerical handling of the data two boundary conditions must be fulfilled. The first
boundary condition states that the derivative of the moisture content with respect to position
is zero at x = L ≈ 3.6× 10−4 m. The second boundary condition demands that the moisture
content is zero at x = 0. The practical interpretation of these boundary conditions is clearly
visible in Fig. A.5.

1differentiation is a noise amplifier
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A.2.1 Inspection of the numerical program

The way to check the full numerical program is to write another one. This new routine should
successfully convert a plot of an algebraic diffusivity as function of the moisture content into
a plot of moisture content versus position (like Fig. A.5). The latter figure can be transferred
again into a plot of diffusivity as function of the moisture content with the main program. If
it works correctly, the plot should be equal to the (first) input.

Discrete Scheme

The one-dimensional diffusion equation without convection and production/consumption is
given in Eq. A.1. With some minor algebra it can be rewritten as

∂M

∂t
=
∂D(M)
∂M

(
∂M

∂x
)2 +D(M)

∂2M

∂x2
.

If D′ = ∂D(M)
∂M and D = D(M) is used, the notation can be shortened. The discrete scheme

can now be developed for the grid points in space i = 1, 2, ..., N and time n = 1, 2, ..., N :

Mn+1
i −Mn

i

∆t
= D

′n
i (
Mn
i+1 −Mn

i−1

2∆x
)2 +Dn

i (
Mn
i−1 − 2Mn

i +Mn
i+1

∆x2
).

This can be rewritten for the moisture content M at the new grid point in space (n+ 1):

Mn+1
i = Mn

i + (
∆t

4∆x2
)D
′n
i (Mn

i+1 −Mn
i−1)2 + (

∆t
∆x2

)Dn
i (Mn

i−1 − 2Mn
i +Mn

i+1).

The first boundary condition at x = 0 is

∂M

∂x
= 0. (A.3)

Numerically this becomes M2−M0
2∆x = 0. The other boundary condition at x = L is

M = 0, (A.4)

which leads to MN = 0.

The diffusion equation has to be made dimensionless with respectively a reference time t̂ = t
tref

and a length scale x̂ = x
L . All results till now taken together lead to the following three equa-

tions for respectively i = 1, i = 2, ..., N − 1, and i = N :

Mn+1
i = Mn

i +
tref
L2

∆t̂
∆x̂2

Dn
i (−2Mn

i + 2Mn
2 ). (A.5)

Mn+1
i = Mn

i +
tref
L2

∆t̂
4∆x̂2

D
′n
i (Mn

i+1 −Mn
i−1)2 +

tref
L2

∆t̂
∆x̂2

Dn
i (Mn

i−1 − 2Mn
i +Mn

i+1). (A.6)
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Mn+1
N = 0. (A.7)

A successful program in Matlab with the presented scheme included is not yet accomplished.
The initial distribution of the moisture content is causing trouble mainly, because the deriva-
tives with respect to position go to infinity.

A.3 Results

When drying a fully wetted piece of paper one can approximately determine the vapor diffu-
sivity. This is confirmed by the measurement in Fig. A.6. The drying process can be divided
into three processes. It starts with shrinking of the paper, from hour 1 (red curve) to hour 3
(green line). The second process is fast liquid transport of water, from hour 3 (green line) to
approx. hour 11 (orange line). The paper is drying homogeneously as the plateau stays flat.
Subsequently, a receding drying front is visible, starting from hour 11 (orange line). Thus,
vapor diffusion might be present in the black square in Fig. A.6.

It is verified that the velocity of the drying front is constant: the markers belonging to
several horizontal lines crossing the front are inspected. The velocity of the drying front in
Fig. A.6 was found to be constant: 5 ×10−8 m/s. This is the same order of magnitude as
the drying front velocity of other porous media like fired-clay brick, sand-lime brick, and gyp-
sum [47]. The receding drying front for one particular measurement is given in Fig. A.7. The
variation of the position with time can be approximated by a linear relation, which means
that the receding drying front has a constant velocity.

The drying profiles in the black square are put into the Matlab program, as is done for
two comparable experiments. With the necessary boundary conditions, interpolation, and
least squares fitting it is possible to estimate the diffusivity as function of the moisture con-
tent D(M). The resulting numerically calculated moisture diffusivity is plotted against the
moisture content in Fig. A.8. It is obvious that the data has a large scatter. This is directly
related to the accuracy at which the derivative of the moisture content with respect to posi-
tion can be determined (see Eq. A.2). Next to that, errors are possibly made because of the
resolution (8.9 × 10−6 m) and the noise in the data.

The data indicates that the moisture diffusivity at low moisture contents (which corresponds
to vapor diffusion) is in the order of 10−12 − 10−14 m2/s. The diffusivity for higher moisture
contents (i.e. > 40%) rises approximately two orders of magnitude: D(M) = 10−10 m2/s.
Enhanced vapor diffusion [15] [43] [47] [62] is most likely present during the measurements.
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Figure A.6: The drying profile (moisture content vs. position in time) for plain paper. The
drying profiles are plotted every hour. The black square marks the part of the graph, where a
receding drying front is visible. The vapor diffusion starts after approx. 11 hours in this case.

A.4 Discussion

The model in Eq. A.1 describes the diffusion in paper in general: the moisture diffusivity
incorporates all the characteristics of the transport process. The diffusion takes place in the
medium irrespectively of the composition. A division in pores and fibres is in fact left out.
For example, the influence of the fibres on the diffusion process is not explicitly stated. In
Chapter 2 the fibres act however as a ”storage” for water vapor and are connected to the
pores by means of an internal mass transfer coefficient. The effective diffusivity of Par. 3.2
describes the diffusion in the pores, whereas the global moisture diffusivity (obtained in this
Appendix) describes the behavior of paper (composed of pores and fibres) in contact with
water. The latter is both liquid water and water vapor. Enhanced vapor diffusion cannot be
neglected in the model.
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Figure A.7: The receding drying front for a specific measurement. The position of the marker
(i.e. the drying front) is plotted against the time (in hours). The velocity is approx. 5 ×10−8

m/s.

Figure A.8: The moisture diffusivity determined from the moisture profile (see Fig. A.6)
plotted against the moisture content.
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The physical interpretation of the obtained global moisture diffusivity D(M) is thus com-
plicated, but it can be connected to the effective diffusivity (see Par. 3.2) in the following
way:

Deff = D(M) (
Cf
Cp

)eq, (A.8)

where (Cf

Cp
)eq is the ratio of equilibrium concentration in fibres to pores. The order of mag-

nitude of this ratio is 104. This becomes clear when looking at the (specific) situation
for the water activity aw = 0.5. The equilibrium moisture content M according to the
GAB equation is 6.5 % in this case. The equilibrium concentration for the fibres is then:
Cf,eq = ρf

ρw

M
100 ρf ≈ 1.5× 102 kg/m3. The equilibrium concentration for the pores is given by

Cp,eq = aw Cs ≈ 1× 10−2 kg/m3; Cs is the saturated concentration of water in the pores.

Using the moisture profiles obtained by NMR measurements, results for the moisture dif-
fusivity D(M) as function of the moisture content were acquired. The order of magnitude
for the global diffusivity in thickness direction is approx. 10−10 m2/s (for a moisture content
higher than 40%). The order of magnitude of the effective diffusivity Deff ≈ 10−6 (calculated
in Par. 3.2) is found when Eq. A.8 applies.

The results might change when several problems are solved. Firstly, the use of liquid wa-
ter to wet the sample is necessary. The sample has to be wetted in this way, since the paper
cannot be measured by the used NMR apparatus when equilibrated at a relative humidity of
93%2. All kinds of errors could be produced by the use of liquid water. The processes behind
the drying are different in the liquid régime and capillary condensation is active. This will
have its impact on the drying when the vapor régime is active. Secondly, the noise in the data
might lead to errors, although the least squares cubic splines diminish the effect. Thirdly, the
numerical program could produce errors, since the check of the numerical program (see Par.
A.2.1) is not yet working. Besides, the calculation of the derivatives in Eq. A.2 is also causing
large scatter in the final results. It is not trivial to calculate the derivative of the moisture
content with respect to position, especially when the drying profiles go to zero. Regrettably,
an independent method to check the numerical procedure is not available. Finally, the ”air”
layer in the paper (see Figure A.1) deserves more attention.

The focus in this thesis is on the model of Chapter 2, which is based on the effective dif-
fusivity Deff (see Par. 3.2). The effective diffusivity is not dependent on the moisture
content. The distinction between transport in the pores and transport in the fibres is more
pronounced then.

2the intensity of the signal is too low then, even after taking 400 averages
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Appendix B

Properties of the LFM090 Plain
Paper

The pore size distribution of (plain) paper sheets is important in determining parameters like
the porosity. It also important when capillary condensation is studied (see Par. 3.1.2). The
modal or average radius of the pores is also important to conclude whether or not the model
should take into account Knudsen diffusion. Furthermore, it is interesting to know which
filling material is present in the LFM090 plain paper. All these aspects of the LFM090 paper
are investigated in this appendix.

B.1 Introduction

The properties of the LFM090 plain paper are given in Table B.1 and Table B.2. The porosity
η is estimated with the following formula:

ρpaper = (1− η)ρfibre + ηρair.

The values for the densities of respectively fibres and air (293 K) are 1.55×103 kg/m3 and
1.18 kg/m3 [24]. The density of the fibres in the plain paper might be different, so that the
porosity in Table B.1 is an estimate.

Table B.1: The properties of the utilized plain paper.
property symbol value unit
thickness L 1.1×10−4 m
grammage gr 90 g/m2

density ρpaper 820 kg/m3

porosity η 0.5 -
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Table B.2: The average composition of the plain paper [13]. The cellulose in the fibres is
the main component and the filling material is mostly chalk (calcium-carbonate). Silicates as
filling material are also present, but in a far lower occurrence. The amount of sodium and
chloride might indicate the presence of salt.

formula mass percentage (%)
C6H10O5 78.882
CaCO3 19.818

Na 0.596
Cl 0.443
Mg 0.083
Si 0.074
S 0.069
Al 0.02
Fe 0.009
Sr 0.004
P 0.003
K 0.003

B.2 Pore Size Distribution

The pore size distribution depends on the fibre length and diameter, and the bonding between
fibres. Several authors have tried to obtain a pore size distribution. Reardon [51] has used
the Kelvin capillary pressure equation (see Eq. 3.3) in combination with an incomplete Beta
function. The modal radius is in the order of several µm. A (normalized) pore size distribution
given by two independent gamma distributions - data from Dodson [21] interpolated for a
grammage gr of 90 g/m2 - is visualized in Figure B.1. The order of magnitude of the pores is
several µm. The probability density function is given by

p(r) =
4 b2k πk r2k−1K0(z)

Γ(k)2
,

where K0 is the zeroth order of the modified Bessel function of the second kind with z =
2 b r
√
π. The parameters r and b are controlled by the grammage gr and the non-randomness

of the paper.

Observations of relative occurrence of pore size ranges would in the ideal case lead to verifi-
cation of the shown pore size distribution (Figure B.1). The situation in practice is far more
complex, as demonstrated by the 2D scanning electron micrograph of the paper surface in
Figures B.2 and B.3. The actual paper structure in 3D exists of cellulose fibres surrounded by
filling material (mostly chalk) and pores. The diameter of the fibres can be found from Figure
B.3 and is in the order of 10 µm. The size of the non-uniform pores can not be extracted.
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Figure B.1: The pore size distribution as obtained with data from [21] interpolated for a
grammage gr of 90 g/m2. The mean radius is 9.4 µm and the standard deviation is 2.2 µm.

Figure B.2: Scanning electron micrograph (100x) of the surface of a sheet of plain paper. The
grey tubes are the cellulose fibres, whereas the white clouds are chalk (calcium carbonate) and
other filling material. The pores form the dark areas. The photograph is made with a Hitachi
TM 1000 Tabletop Machine.
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Figure B.3: Scanning electron micrograph (2000x) of the surface of a sheet of plain paper
(zoom in of Fig. B.2).
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Appendix C

Experimental Data Sheets

In this appendix the results for several experiments are presented. The content is mainly
formed by data points that are not explicitly mentioned in the report.

C.1 Effective diffusion

The data points for the diffusion cup experiments with plain paper (LFM090) are listed in
Tab. C.1. The inverse rate of weight loss of the diffusion cup is given for every number of
sheets i.

Table C.1: Results for the diffusion cup experiments.
nr of sheets i [-] 1 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 6 8 8

|dm/dt|−1 [107 × (mol/s)−1] 2.3 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.0 3.6 3.3 4.0 2.8 5.0 5.0 5.2

C.2 Sorption Isotherms

The values for the GAB parameters (i.e. M0, Cg, and k) that are referred to in Par. 3.1.7
(Temperature dependency) are given in Tab. C.2.

Table C.2: Values for the GAB parameters with 95% confidence intervals for the LFM090
plain paper at several temperatures.

adsorption desorption
M0 C k M0 C k

T = 293 K 4.4 ± 0.4 21 ± 12 0.73 ± 0.03 5.4 ± 0.3 17 ± 5 0.70 ± 0.02
T = 298 K 3.7 ± 0.4 29 ± 29 0.82 ± 0.04 5.3 ± 0.6 12 ± 5 0.72 ± 0.05
T = 303 K 3.1 ± 0.6 83 ± 400 0.91 ± 0.04 4.6 ± 0.5 15 ± 8 0.82 ± 0.03
T = 308 K 3.3 ± 0.5 39 ± 92 0.87 ± 0.04 4.6 ± 0.9 16 ± 15 0.77 ± 0.07

The specific data points for the LFM090 plain paper, measured at four distinct temper-
atures, are given in Tab. C.3 and Tab. C.4. The data points for the Fastprint Gold plain
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paper are given in Table C.5 for adsorption at 293 K.

Table C.3: Data of the adsorption and desorption measurements executed at T = 293 K for
LFM090 plain paper (gr = 90 g/m2, thickness 110 × 10−6 m). The moisture content M̄ is
averaged over three samples.

adsorption desorption
T = 293 K M̄ (%) aw (-) M̄(%) aw (-)

4.11 0.20
4.61 0.27
4.90 0.34
5.41 0.41
6.06 0.48
6.94 0.55
7.84 0.62
8.52 0.69
9.37 0.76
10.8 0.83
12.5 0.90
3.95 0.20 5.14 0.28
5.64 0.45 6.86 0.45
8.27 0.65 9.07 0.65
9.70 0.78
13.3 0.90
4.10 0.20 4.62 0.20
5.91 0.45 7.08 0.45
7.78 0.65 9.30 0.65
10.0 0.78 11.4 0.78
14.3 0.90
4.01 0.20 4.41 0.25
4.72 0.30 5.33 0.37
5.17 0.40
5.93 0.50
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Table C.4: Data of the adsorption and desorption measurements executed at several tempera-
tures for LFM090 plain paper (gr = 90 g/m2, thickness 110× 10−6 m). The moisture content
M̄ is averaged over three samples.

adsorption desorption
T = 298 K M̄ (%) aw (-) M̄ (%) aw (-)

3.15 0.12 3.10 0.12
4.32 0.30 5.02 0.30
5.87 0.50 7.13 0.50
9.55 0.75 10.6 0.75
14.1 0.90
6.77 0.60 8.08 0.60
7.13 0.64 9.05 0.68
7.85 0.68 10.6 0.78
8.80 0.72
9.42 0.76
10.1 0.80
10.9 0.84
12.4 0.88

T = 303 K 3.10 0.12 3.11 0.12
4.39 0.30 5.06 0.30
5.82 0.50 7.21 0.50
9.50 0.75 11.2 0.75
17.0 0.90

T = 308 K 3.50 0.20 3.10 0.12
5.35 0.45 6.47 0.45
7.26 0.65 8.82 0.65
10.0 0.78 10.9 0.78
14.8 0.90

Table C.5: Data of the adsorption and desorption measurements executed at several temper-
atures for Fastprint Gold plain paper (gr = 250 g/m2, thickness 350 ×10−6m). The moisture
content M̄ is averaged over three samples.

adsorption
T = 293 K M̄ (%) aw (-)

4.91 0.28
5.82 0.45
6.79 0.60
9.05 0.75
12.6 0.90
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Appendix D

Hysteresis

In this appendix two explanations for hysteresis are presented. Both explanations assume
that water is mainly in the condensate stadium, so they do not offer a framework applicable
to the paper medium as considered in this study. In the model, as described in Chapter 2,
hysteresis is not incorporated.

The first explanation for hysteresis is the rain-drop effect or contact angle difference (see
Fig. D.1) [48] [26] [16]. The process of partially dipping a solid object into a liquid when
starting from a vapor, clarifies the contact angle hysteresis. If the solid is moving downwards
until the contact line reaches point z1, the equilibrium angle ψa is established. It will be
referred to as the advancing contact angle. If the solid material is moved upward, the contact
line will move down the surface. The formed equilibrium contact angle at z2 is the receding
contact angle ψr. Both angles will reach steady values after repeated immersion, but for most
(non-ideal) systems they will not be the same. This is the origin of contact angle difference.

The contact angle difference explains hysteresis by a dynamic contact angle. It means that
the flow of the gas is important and that viscous effects play an important role. Contact angle
hysteresis is a consequence of three factors: 1) surface inhomogeneity, 2) surface roughness,
and 3) impurities on the surface. The first factor will be explained solely; the other two
factors are quite similar. The contact angle hysteresis is clarified with the help of Figure
D.2 [16] that displays a two-dimensional front on an idealized heterogeneous surface having
alternating bands of strongly wetting and poorly wetting material. For an advancing liquid
front, interface 1 produces a contact angle in accordance with the non-wetting material. When
the contact line reaches the boundary between the materials (i.e. interface 2) it changes to
accommodate the smaller contact angle for the strongly wetting material. The surface ten-
sion lowers the pressure in the liquid near the surface. The lower pressure causes liquid to
flow toward the contact line. The contact line in that case moves faster through the wetting
material. At the next band of non-wetting material, the contact line motion is dampened as
a larger contact angle is created. Summarizing, the contact line moves fast across the wetting
material and slow at the non-wetting surface. If the advancing motion is stopped, the contact
angle is most likely ψa.

Interface 1 of the receding drying front will have a small contact angle for the wetting mate-
rial, that persists until the boundary has been reached. At this point the larger contact angle
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Figure D.1: Contact angle hysteresis [16].

is established which produces a curvature in the interface near the contact line for receding
interface 2. The surface tension causes the pressure to rise in the liquid. The liquid then
moves away from the contact line region, which causes the contact line to move rapidly across
the non-wetting material. At a new portion of wetting material, the contact line movement
is slowed down while a smaller contact angle is created. Summarized, the contact line moves
fast across the non-wetting material. If the front motion would be stopped, the lower contact
angle ψr of the wetting material is found.

Figure D.2: Contact angle hysteresis for an inhomogeneous surface [16]. A low ψ material is
wetting, whereas a high ψ material is non-wetting.

The bottleneck or ink-bottle effect explains the hysteresis as a consequence of the non unifor-
mity of the pore diameter [34]. The ink-bottle effect occurs in non-uniform capillaries with
narrower and wider sections (see Figure D.3). The Kelvin equation (eq. 3.3) states that during
adsorption condensation will first occur when the water activity is aw,2 = exp(− 2γm

r2ρRT
·cos(ψ)).

The contact angle is such that liquid water1 wets the walls: ψ < π/2. When the paper is
1water is thus mainly in the condensate stadium
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desorbed, evaporation cannot occur at water activity aw,2. The neck is blocked by a meniscus.
In other words, the narrower sections will prevent desorption away from the wider sections
that should desorb at higher water activities. The throat with radius r1 can only evaporate
when the water activity is diminished down to aw,1 = exp(− 2γm

r1ρRT
· cos(ψ)). The whole pore

then empties at once down to the next neck narrower than r1. For a given moisture content,
the water activity is thus higher for adsorption than for desorption. This process will add up
to the hysteresis effect, if all pores have been water-filled at high water activities. Wetting an
initially dry pore leads to a different stable configuration than drying an initially wet capillary.
The two configurations will therefore differ in moisture content [48].

Figure D.3: The ink-bottle effect [48].
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Appendix E

Saturation Vapor Pressure

In this appendix the Clausius-Clapeyron equation is derived by means of (basic) thermody-
namics. It is useful in describing the saturated vapor pressure ps. The starting point is a
homogeneous, open system in which two phases coexist and are in equilibrium. Subsequently,
the equilibrium is disturbed. It will be restored by a change in temperature. Therefore, a
relation between dp and dT must exist which ensures that the system is in equilibrium. The
precise locations of the phase boundary can be found by means of the chemical potential,
i.e. µa(p, T ) = µb(p, T ) where state a is the liquid water and state b is the water vapor. By
solving this equation, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation is found.

The Gibbs energy for the described situation and its differential are

G = H − TS,

dG = dH − TdS − SdT,

where H is the enthalpy, and S the entropy. The differential of the enthalpy is given by

dH = dU + p dV + V dp,

with V the volume and p the pressure. For a closed system and no additional work added,
we have

dU = TdS − p dV +
∑
i

µidni,

with µi the chemical potential of component i, and ni the number of molecules of component i.

The three differentials result in

dG = (TdS − p dV ) + p dV + V dp− TdS − SdT +
∑
i

µidni.

The chemical potential is thus given by

µi = (
dG

dni
)p,T,nj 6=i

.
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For a closed system with non-expansion work (p dV = 0) and at constant composition, we
have

dG = −SdT + V dp.

The starting point of the process is equilibrium, thus the chemical potentials of both phases
(i.e. µa and µb) are equal. They remain equal when the conditions are changed from one
point on the phase boundary to the next one, where the phases are still in equilibrium. The
changes in chemical potentials of both phases must therefore be the same:

dµa = dµb,

with
dµ = −SmolardT + Vmolardp.

The previous two formulas lead to

−Smolar,adT + Vmolar,adp = −Smolar,bdT + Vmolar,bdp.

Rearranging leads to the Clapeyron equation [4]:

dp

dT
=

∆S
∆V

. (E.1)

If the focus is on the liquid-vapor boundary, the entropy at a temperature T is equal to
∆E/T . ∆E is the heat of vaporization at temperature T . The equation then becomes

dp

dT
=

∆E
T∆V

.

The molar volume of a gas is much larger than the volume of a liquid, thus ∆V = Vmolar,g.
With the ideal gas law, the equation changes into

dp

dT
=

∆E
T (RT/p)

,

which can be rewritten1 as the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [4]

dln(p)
dT

=
∆E
RT 2

. (E.2)

Integration leads to

p = pref exp(
∆E)
R

(
1
T
− 1
Tref

),

with pref and Tref the pressure and temperature at a reference state.

1using the mathematical identity d
dx
ln(x) = 1

x
[1]
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Figure E.1: The saturation vapor pressure of water as a function of time, calculated with
Clausius-Clapeyron and Wagner-Pruss.

Wagner and Pruss have done extensive measurements and found an empirical relation be-
tween pressure and temperature [61]:

p = pcr exp(
Tcr
T

(α1τ + α2τ
1.5 + α3τ

3 + α4τ
3.5 + α5τ

4 + α6τ
7.5)), (E.3)

with pcr the critical pressure, τ = 1− T
Tcr

, Tcr the critical temperature, and αi constants.

The Wagner-Pruss relation is used in calculating the saturated vapor pressure. The com-
parison between Clausius-Clapeyron and Wagner-Pruss is visualized in Figure E.1.
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